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Project Overview

Partially autonomous and intelligent systems have been used in military 
technology since at least the Second World War, but advances in machine 
learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI) represent a turning point in the 
use of automation in warfare. Though the United States military and 
intelligence communities are planning for expanded use of AI across their 
portfolios, many of the most transformative applications of AI have not yet 
been addressed. 

In this piece, we propose three goals for developing future policy on AI 
and national security: preserving U.S. technological leadership, supporting 
peaceful and commercial use, and mitigating catastrophic risk. By look-
ing at four prior cases of transformative military technology—nuclear, 
aerospace, cyber, and biotech—we develop lessons learned and recommen-
dations for national security policy toward AI. 
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Executive Summary

• Researchers in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) have 
demonstrated significant technical progress over the past five 
years, much faster than was previously anticipated.

 − Most of this progress is due to advances in the AI sub-field of 
machine learning.

 − Most experts believe this rapid progress will continue and even 
accelerate.

• Most AI research advances are occurring in the private sector 
and academia. 

 − Private sector funding for AI dwarfs that of the United States 
Government.

• Existing capabilities in AI have significant potential for national 
security.

 − For example, existing machine learning technology could 
enable high degrees of automation in labor-intensive activities 
such as satellite imagery analysis and cyber defense.

• Future progress in AI has the potential to be a transformative 
national security technology, on a par with nuclear weapons, 
aircraft, computers, and biotech.

 − Each of these technologies led to significant changes in the 
strategy, organization, priorities, and allocated resources of the 
U.S. national security community.

 − We argue future progress in AI will be at least equally 
impactful.



2 Artificial Intelligence and National Security

• Advances in AI will affect national security by driving change in 
three areas: military superiority, information superiority, and eco-
nomic superiority.

 − For military superiority, progress in AI will both enable new capa-
bilities and make existing capabilities affordable to a broader range 
of actors. 

 ■ For example, commercially available, AI-enabled technology 
(such as long-range drone package delivery) may give weak 
states and non-state actors access to a type of long-range preci-
sion strike capability. 

 ■ In the cyber domain, activities that currently require lots of 
high-skill labor, such as Advanced Persistent Threat operations, 
may in the future be largely automated and easily available on 
the black market. 

 − For information superiority, AI will dramatically enhance capabilities 
for the collection and analysis of data, and also the creation of data. 

 ■ In intelligence operations, this will mean that there are more 
sources than ever from which to discern the truth. However, it 
will also be much easier to lie persuasively. 

 ■ AI-enhanced forgery of audio and video media is rapidly 
improving in quality and decreasing in cost. In the future, 
AI-generated forgeries will challenge the basis of trust across 
many institutions.

 − For economic superiority, we find that advances in AI could result 
in a new industrial revolution.

 ■ Former U.S. Treasury Secretary Larry Summers has predicted 
that advances in AI and related technologies will lead to a dra-
matic decline in demand for labor such that the United States 
“may have a third of men between the ages of 25 and 54 not 
working by the end of this half century.”
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 ■ Like the first industrial revolution, this will reshape the rela-
tionship between capital and labor in economies around the 
world. Growing levels of labor automation might lead devel-
oped countries to experience a scenario similar to the “resource 
curse.”

 ■ Also like the first industrial revolution, population size will 
become less important for national power. Small countries 
that develop a significant edge in AI technology will punch far 
above their weight.

• We analyzed four prior cases of transformative military 
technologies—nuclear, aerospace, cyber, and biotech—and 
generated “lessons learned” for AI.

 − Lesson #1: Radical technological change begets radical government 
policy ideas.

 ■ As with prior transformative military technologies, the national 
security implications of AI will be revolutionary, not merely 
different. 

 ■ Governments around the world will consider, and some will 
enact, extraordinary policy measures in response, perhaps 
as radical as those considered in the early decades of nuclear 
weapons.

 − Lesson #2: Arms races are sometimes unavoidable, but they can be 
managed.

 ■ In 1899, Fears of aerial bombing led to an international treaty 
banning the use of weaponized aircraft, but voluntary restraint 
was quickly abandoned and did not stop air war in WWI.

 ■ The applications of AI to warfare and espionage are likely to be 
as irresistible as aircraft. Preventing expanded military use of AI 
is likely impossible.
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 ■ Though outright bans of AI applications in the national security 
sector are unrealistic, the more modest goal of safe and effective 
technology management must be pursued.

 − Lesson #3: Government must both promote and restrain commer-
cial activity.

 ■ Failure to recognize the inherent dual-use nature of technology 
can cost lives, as the example of the Rolls-Royce Nene jet engine 
shows.

 ■ Having the largest and most advanced digital technology indus-
try is an enormous advantage for the United States. However, 
the relationship between the government and some leading AI 
research institutions is fraught with tension.

 ■ AI Policymakers must effectively support the interests of both 
constituencies.

 − Lesson #4: Government must formalize goals for technology safety 
and provide adequate resources.

 ■ In each of the four cases, national security policymakers faced 
tradeoffs between safety and performance, but the government was 
more likely to respond appropriately to some risks than to others.

 ■ Across all cases, safety outcomes improved when the govern-
ment created formal organizations tasked with improving the 
safety of their respective technology domains and appropriated 
the needed resources. 

 ■ These resources include not only funding and materials, but 
talented human capital and the authority and access to win 
bureaucratic fights.

 ■ The United States should consider standing up formal research 
and development organizations tasked with investigating and 
promoting AI safety across the entire government and commer-
cial AI portfolio.
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 − Lesson #5: As technology changes, so does the United States’ 
National Interest.

 ■ The declining cost and complexity of bioweapons led the United 
States to change their bioweapons strategy from aggressive 
development to voluntary restraint.

 ■ More generally, the United States has a strategic interest in 
shaping the cost, complexity, and offense/defense balance pro-
files of national security technologies. 

 ■ As the case of stealth aircraft shows, targeted investments can 
sometimes allow the United States to affect the offense/defense 
balance in a domain and build a long-lasting technological 
edge.  

 ■ The United States should consider how it can shape the techno-
logical profile of military and intelligence applications of AI.

• Taking a “whole of government” frame, we provide three goals for 
U.S. national security policy toward AI technology and provide 11 
recommendations.

 − Preserve U.S. technological leadership

 ■ Recommendation #1: The DOD should conduct AI-focused 
war-games to identify potential disruptive military innovations.

 ■ Recommendation #2: The DOD should fund diverse, long-
term-focused strategic analyses on AI technology and its 
implications.

 ■ Recommendation #3: The DOD should prioritize AI R&D 
spending areas that can provide sustainable advantages and 
mitigate key risks.

 ■ Recommendation #4: The U.S. defense and intelligence commu-
nity should invest heavily in “counter-AI” capabilities for both 
offense and defense.
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 − Support peaceful use of the technology

 ■ Recommendation #5: DARPA, IARPA, the Office of Naval 
Research, and the National Science Foundation should be given 
increased funding for AI-related basic research.

 ■ Recommendation #6: The Department of Defense should 
release a Request for Information (RFI) on Dual-Use AI 
capabilities.

 ■ Recommendation #7: In-Q-Tel should be given additional 
resources to promote collaboration between the national secu-
rity community and the commercial AI industry.

 − Manage catastrophic risks

 ■ Recommendation #8: The National Security Council, the 
Defense Department, and the State Department should study 
what AI applications the United States should seek to restrict 
with treaties. 

 ■ Recommendation #9: The Department of Defense and Intel-
ligence Community should establish dedicated AI-safety 
organizations.

 ■ Recommendation #10: DARPA should fund research on fail-
safe and safety-for-performance technology for AI systems.

 ■ Recommendation #11: NIST and the NSA should explore tech-
nological options for countering AI-enabled forgery.
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Introduction & Project Approach

Over the past five years, researchers have achieved key milestones in 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology significantly earlier than prior 
expert projections.

Go is a board game with exponentially greater mathematical and strategic 
depth than chess. In 2014, the computer expert who had designed the 
world’s best Go-playing program estimated that it would be ten more years 
until a computer system beat a human Go champion.1 Instead, researchers 
at DeepMind achieved that goal one year later.2 Other researchers have 
since achieved new milestones in diverse AI applications. These include 
beating professional poker players,3 reliable voice recognition,4 image rec-
ognition superior to human performance,5 and defeating a former U.S. Air 
Force Pilot in an air combat simulator.6 

There are four key drivers behind the rapid progress in AI technology:

1. Decades of exponential growth in computing performance 

2. Increased availability of large datasets upon which to train machine 
learning systems

3. Advances in the implementation of machine learning techniques

4. Significant and rapidly increasing commercial investment 
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Combined, these trends appear poised to continue delivering rapid 
progress for at least another decade.A Leading commercial technology 
companies report that they are “remaking themselves around AI.”

Most of the recent and near-future progress falls within the field of 
Narrow AI and machine learning, specifically. General AI, meaning 
AI with the scale and fluidity of a human brain, is assumed by most 
researchers to be at least several decades away.7

There are strong reasons to believe—as many senior U.S. defense and 
intelligence leaders do—that rapid progress in AI is likely to impact 
national security.

Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Work, a leader in developing and 
implementing the Department of Defense’s “Third Offset” strategy, sup-
ported this view in a speech at the Reagan Defense forum: “To a person, 
every single person on the [Defense Science Board Summer Study] said, we 
can’t prove it, but we believe we are at an inflection point in Artificial Intel-
ligence and autonomy.”8 Such statements indicate national security leaders 
are confident that rapid progress in AI technology will continue and will 
have impact a significant impact on their mission.

A Of these trends, exponential growth in computational power and storage appears the most 
vulnerable due to the recent slowdown in the pace of shrinking silicon transistors. However, 
there are many proposed paths for achieving continued improvements in computing hardware 
performance, including the use of processors custom designed for implementation of neural 
networks and machine learning. For a discussion of these issues, see “The Beast from Below—How 
Changes in the Hardware Ecosystem Will Disrupt Computer Science” by Doug Burger of Microsoft 
Research. 
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The U.S. government has recently sponsored several significant studies 
on the future of AI and its implications for governance and national 
security. B

These studies are generally concerned with the near-term future of AI 
and are especially concerned with increased utilization of Deep Learning 
techniques. 

Apart from the Office of Net Assessment’s Summer Study,9 work to date 
generally does not focus on the long-term, more transformative impli-
cations of AI. This work is intended to assist in closing that gap.

Our Approach—Part 1: Analyzing possible technology development 
scenarios related to AI and exploring how these might transform 
national security

In this report, we supplement work to date with greater consideration 
across three dimensions: 

• Greater diversity in potential applications of advances in AI

• Greater analysis of the implications of AI advances beyond what is cur-
rently possible or expected to be possible in the next five years

• Greater consideration of what technology management paradigms are 
best suited for AI and evaluating these in historical context

B See for example:

-	 June 2016—Defense Science Board: “Summer Study on Autonomy”

-	 July 2016—Department of Defense Office of Net Assessment: “Summer Study: (Artificial) 
Intelligence: What questions should DoD be asking”

-	 October 2016—National Science and Technology Council: “The National Artificial Intelligence 
Research and Development Strategic Plan”

-	 October 2016—National Science and Technology Council: “Preparing for the Future of 
Artificial Intelligence”

-	 December 2016—Executive Office of the President: “Artificial Intelligence, Automation, and 
the Economy”

-	 January 2017—JASON: “Perspectives on Research in Artificial Intelligence and Artificial 
General Intelligence Relevant to DoD”
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Our Approach—Part 2: Evaluating prior transformative military tech-
nologies in order to generate “lessons learned” for designing responses 
to the emergence of an important field of technology such as AI

We argue that AI technology is likely to be a transformative military 
technology, on a par with the invention of aircraft and nuclear weapons. 
Governments have long competed for leadership over rivals in driving 
and harnessing technological progress. Though machine learning and AI 
technology are comparatively young, human and organizational responses 
to the new technology are often echoes of prior experiences.10 We believe 
learning from the past offers significant wisdom with which to guide a 
future course of action with respect to AI.

Accordingly, we investigate four prior cases of transformative technologies 
which we believe to be especially instructive and relevant for AI. These are 
listed in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Four case studies of transformative 

military technologies

Nuclear   Cyber 

Aerospace   Biotech

Our Approach—Part 3: Providing AI-related policy recommendations 
to preserve U.S. technological leadership, support peaceful AI use, and 
mitigate catastrophic risk

For each case, we focus on the early decades of these technologies after 
they began to see military application. During this period, responsible 
agencies had to develop technology management strategies under sig-
nificant uncertainty. We examine the nature of the technology, how the 
government sought to manage its evolution and utilization, and evaluate 
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the results of those efforts through the lens of achieving the following three 
goals: 

1:  Preserve U.S. technological leadership 

 Underwrite continued military and intelligence capability superiority

2:  Support peaceful use of the technology 

 Help civil/commercial sectors reap benefits of tech. applications

3:  Manage catastrophic risks 

 Prevent and mitigate dangers from accidental and adversarial use

These goals are not always necessarily in alignment and may conflict. Nev-
ertheless, they capture what the national security community should seek. 
Finally, we provide policy recommendationsC for how the United States 
national security community should respond to the opportunities and 
threats presented by AI, including achieving the three goals. 

C This analysis was specifically developed on behalf of Jason Matheny, Director of the Intelligence 
Advanced Research Projects Activity, who requested a “whole of government” approach to findings 
and recommendations.
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Part 1: The Transformative 
Potential of Artificial Intelligence

In a modified version of the framework laid out in the Office of Net 
Assessment AI Summer Study,11 we analyze AI’s potentially transformative 
implications across three dimensions: military superiority, information 
superiority, and economic superiority. 

In these we take note of existing technological capabilities and trends and 
then examine how further improvements in capability and/or decreases in 
cost might transform national security. We then lay out specific hypotheses 
for how these trends might interact to produce a transformative scenario. 

As an overarching frame, consider this statement from the 2016 White 
House report on AI: “AI’s central economic effect in the short term will be 
the automation of tasks that could not be automated before.”12 The same 
is true for military affairs. AI will make military and intelligence activities 
that currently require the efforts of many people achievable with fewer 
people or without people.

Implications for Military Superiority

In this section, we examine trends in AI that are likely to impact the future 
of military superiority. In particular, we analyze how future progress in AI 
technology will affect capabilities in robotics & autonomy and cybersecu-
rity. After establishing key trends and themes, we conclude by laying out 
scenarios where these capability improvements would result in transforma-
tive implications for the future of military superiority.
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Robotics & Autonomy

One of the prime uses of robots is to do things that are too dangerous 
for humans, and fighting wars is about as dangerous as it gets.

–Pedro Domingos, The Master Algorithm 13

Autonomous systems have been used in warfare since at least WWII. 
Delegation of human control to such systems has increased alongside 
improvement in enabling technologies.

Very simple systems that use a sensor to trigger an automatic military 
action, such as land mines, have been in use for centuries. In recent 
decades, computers have since taken on more responsibility in the use of 
force.14 With the invention of the Norden BombsightD and V-1 buzz bomb 
in World War II, computer systems were first linked to sensors involved in 
the dynamic control and application of lethal force.15 So-called “fire-and-
forget” missiles, for example, allow the onboard sensors and computer 
to guide a missile to its target without further operator communications 
following initial target selection and fire authorization.16 The U.S. military 
has developed directives restricting development and use of systems with 
certain autonomous capabilities. Chief among these is that humans are to 
be always “in the loop” and directly make the decisions for all uses of lethal 
force.17 E

The market size for both commercial and military robotics is increasing 
exponentially, and unit prices are falling significantly.

According to the Boston Consulting Group, between 2000 and 2015, 
the worldwide spending on military robotics (narrowly defined as only 

D As Allied bombers approached their targets, the pilot and bombardier would turn over control of 
the aircraft to the computerized autopilot which would autonomously fly the aircraft to the optimal 
location based on wind speed and other automatically measured conditions, and thereafter release 
the bomb payloads over the target. Although the onboard bombardier programmed the autopilot, 
it was the latter’s computer that determined—based on sensor data—when and where to open the 
bomb bay doors and release the bombs.

E Interestingly, the directive explicitly “Does not apply to autonomous or semi-autonomous 
cyberspace systems for cyberspace operations.” As physical assets are increasingly connected to 
the internet, the ability to use cyber capabilities for the delivery of lethal force grows e.g. hacking a 
plane’s avionics system and causing it to crash.  
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unmanned vehicles) tripled from $2.4 billion to $7.5 billion and is expected 
to more than double again to $16.5 billion by the year 2025.18 Even this 
rapid growth may understate the true impact of increased adoption due 
to falling unit prices and the increasing overlap between commercial and 
military systems. 

One type of robot, the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle,F otherwise known as a 
drone, has seen major commercial price declines over just the past few 
years.19 Bill Gates has argued that robotics is poised for the same reinforc-
ing cycle of rapid price declines and adoption growth that personal 
computers experienced.20 As shown in Figure 2, in the 15 years from 1998 
to 2013, the average price of a personal computer fell by 95%.21 If a 
high-quality drone that costs $1,000 today were available for only $50 in 
the future, especially if that drone possessed improved autonomous capa-
bilities, it would transform the cost curve for all sorts of military activity. 
As Paul Scharre has written, “Ultra-cheap 3D-printed mini-drones could 
allow the United States to field billions—yes, billions—of tiny, insect-like 
drones.”22 

F Not all unmanned systems are autonomous. Some are merely remotely operated. However, the 
autonomous capabilities of commercial UAVs have increased significantly in recent years.

0

25

50

75

100

1998 2003 2008 2013

Figure 2: Consumer Price Index for Personal computers 
and peripheral equipment (Dec 1997 = 100)

95%  decline 
over 15 years

Commercial UAV Drone Prices have recently experienced PC-like exponential price declines
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Expanded use of machine learning, combined with market growth and 
price declines, will greatly expand robotic systems’ impact on national 
security.

We argue that the use of robotic and autonomous systems in both warfare 
and the commercial sector is poised to increase dramatically. We concur 
with Gill Pratt, former DARPA Program Manager and leader of the 
DARPA Robotics Challenge, who argues that, technological and economic 
trends are converging to deliver a “Cambrian Explosion” of new robotic 
systems.23 The robotic “Cambrian Explosion” is an analogy to the history 
of life on Earth, specifically the period roughly 500 million years ago in 
which the pace of evolutionary change, for both diversity and complexity 
of life forms, increased significantly. Pratt points to several trends, but of 
particular importance are the improvements in the utilization of machine 
learning techniques and the ability for these techniques to allow robots 
to intelligently make decisions based on sensor data. Humans have been 
able to build self-driving automobiles for as long as they have been able to 
make automobiles, but they would invariably crash. Only recently has the 
technology been available to produce autonomous cars that can safely and 
reliably operate in the real world. The same is true for an incredibly diverse 
array of robotic systems. 

Like the impact of cyber, increased utilization of robotics and auton-
omous systems will augment the power of both non-state actors and 
nation states.

The introduction of the cyber domain had benefits for all types of 
actors. Major states built powerful cyber weapons, conducted extensive 
cyber-espionage, and enhanced existing military operations with digital 
networking. 

Since cyber capabilities were far cheaper than their non-cyber equiva-
lents,24 smaller states with less powerful militaries also made use of cyber. 
Ethiopia and many other governments, for example, used cyber tools to 
monitor political dissidents abroad.25 Likewise, hostile non-state actors, 
including both criminals and terrorists, have made effective use of cyber 
tools for geographically dispersed activities that would be much more 
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difficult to execute in the physical domain.26 In the near term, the Cam-
brian Explosion of robotics and autonomy is likely to have similar impacts 
for power diffusion as the rise of national security operations in the cyber 
domain did.

In the short term, advances in AI will likely allow more autonomous 
robotic support to warfighters, and accelerate the shift from manned to 
unmanned combat missions.

Initially, technological progress will deliver the greatest advantages to 
large, well-funded, and technologically sophisticated militaries, just as 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Unmanned Ground Vehicles 
(UGVs) did in U.S. military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. As prices 
fall, states with budget-constrained and less technologically advanced 
militaries will adopt the technology, as will non-state actors. This pattern 
is observable today: ISIS is making noteworthy use of remotely-controlled 
aerial drones in its military operations.27 In the future they or other terror-
ist groups will likely make increasing use of autonomous vehicles. Though 
advances in robotics and autonomy will increase the absolute power of all 
types of actors, the relative power balance may or may not shift away from 
leading nation states.

The size, weight, and power constraints that currently limit advanced 
autonomy will eventually be overcome, just as smartphones today 
deliver what used to be supercomputer performance.

Automobile manufacturers expect to be selling fully autonomous vehicles 
by the year 2021.28 These cars will have large, expensive, and power-hungry 
computers onboard, but over time prices will fall, and sizes will shrink. A 
modern smartphone, which costs $700 and fits in a pocket, is more pow-
erful than the world’s fastest supercomputer from the early 1990s.29 The 
processors that will power upcoming autonomous vehicles are much, much 
closer to those of current phones than they are to current supercomputers 
(which require their own power plants). 
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Over the medium to long-term, robotic and autonomous systems are 
likely to match an increasing set of the technological capabilities that 
have been proven possible by nature.

We especially like this “Cambrian Explosion” biological analogy because 
biology is full of intelligent autonomous systems. An “existence proof ” is 
when one acquires the knowledge that a specific technology is possible 
because one observes it in action. For instance, many militaries around the 
world first learned that precision-guided-missile (PGM) technology was 
possible when they saw the technology successfully used by the United 
States military during the Gulf War in 1991. Most militaries could not 
themselves build PGMs, but suddenly they knew that PGMs were techno-
logically achievable. 

Similarly, the natural world of biology can be considered a set of techno-
logical existence proofs for robotics and autonomy. Every type of animal, 
whether insect, fish, bird, or mammal has a suite of sensors, tools for 
interacting with its environment, and a high-speed data processing and 
decision-making center. Humans do not yet know how to replicate all the 
technologies and capabilities of nature, but the fact that these capabilities 
exist in nature proves that they are indeed possible. Consider the common 
city pigeon: the pigeon has significantly more flight maneuverability, better 
sensors, faster data processing capability, and greater power efficiency than 
any comparable drone. The combination of a pigeon’s brain, eyes, and ears 
is also superior at navigation and collision avoidance than any autonomous 
car, despite requiring less than one watt of power to function.30 Humans do 
not know what the ultimate technological performance limit for autono-
mous robotics is, but the ultimate limit can be no lower than the very high 
level of performance that nature has proven possible with the pigeon, the 
goose, the mouse, the mosquito, the dolphin, etc. 

Over the long term, these capabilities will transform military power and 
warfare.

Autonomous robots are unlikely to match all the technology and per-
formance of nature in the next decade or two. Nevertheless, the robotic 
systems that are possible will be capable enough to transform military 
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power. Human-developed technology can do things that nature’s engi-
neering approach cannot, such as adapting capabilities from one system to 
another. A hypothetical robotic “bird” could also possess night vision or 
a needle for injecting venom. Even the most advanced robots are far from 
achieving this combination of capabilities and performance today, but 
given that these technologies exist in nature, there is no reason in principle 
why advanced military robots could not possess these capabilities. Robots 
can also make use of technologies that do not exist in nature, such as radar, 
explosives, ballistics, and digital telecommunications. 

Cybersecurity & Cyberwar

Top U.S. national security officials believe that AI and machine learning 
will have transformative implications for cybersecurity and cyberwar.

In response to a question from the authors of this report, Admiral Mike 
Rogers, the Director of the National Security Agency and Commander of 
U.S. Cyber command, said “Artificial Intelligence and machine learning—I 
would argue—is foundational to the future of cybersecurity […] We have 
got to work our way through how we’re going to deal with this. It is not the 
if, it’s only the when to me.”31 We agree. 

As with all automation, AI and machine learning will decrease the 
number of humans needed to perform specific tasks in the cyber 
domain.

The advent of cyber tools dramatically increased the productivity of indi-
viduals engaged in espionage. As Bruce Schneier of Harvard University 
points out, “the exceptionally paranoid East German government had 
102,000 Stasi surveilling a population of 17 million: that’s one spy for every 
166 citizens.”32 By comparison, using digital surveillance, governments and 
corporations can surveil the digital activities of billions of individuals with 
only a few thousand staff. Increased adoption of AI in the cyber domain 
will further augment the power of those individuals operating and super-
vising these tools and systems. 
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AI will be useful in bolstering cyber defense, since probing for weak-
nesses and monitoring systems can be enhanced with intelligent 
automation.

DARPA is currently working on systems that will bring AI into cyber 
defense. These include techniques for automatically detecting software 
code vulnerabilities prior to release and using machine learning to detect 
deviations from normal network activity.33 Cyber defense is currently quite 
labor intensive and skilled cyber labor is in short supply. Additionally, AI 
will enable new paradigms for cyber defense. Most cyber defense systems 
today are based on a priori knowledge assumptions, in which the defender 
has optimized their system to address known threats, and is less well 
protected against unknown threats. AI and machine learning might allow 
systems to not only learn from past vulnerabilities, but also observe anom-
alous behavior to detect and respond to unknown threats.34 

However, the same logic suggests AI advances will enable improvements 
in cyber offense.

For cybersecurity, advances in AI pose an important challenge in that 
attack approaches today that are labor-and-talent constrained may—in a 
future with highly-capable AI—be merely capital-constrained. The most 
challenging type of cyberattack, for most organizations and individuals 
to deal with, is the Advanced Persistent Threat (APT). With an APT, the 
attacker is actively hunting for weaknesses in the defender’s security and 
patiently waiting for the defender to make a mistake. This is a labor-inten-
sive activity and generally requires highly-skilled labor. With the growing 
capabilities in machine learning and AI, this “hunting for weaknesses” 
activity will be automated to a degree that is not currently possible and per-
haps occur faster than human-controlled defenses could effectively operate. 
This would mean that future APTs will be capital-constrained rather than 
labor-and-talent constrained. In other words, any actor with the financial 
resources to buy an AI APT system could gain access to tremendous offen-
sive cyber capability, even if that actor is very ignorant of internet security 
technology. Given that the cost of replicating software can be nearly zero, 
that may hardly present any constraint at all.
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Near term, bringing AI technology applications into the cyber domain 
will benefit powerful nation-state actors. Over the long term, power 
balance outcomes are unclear, as is the long-term balance between cyber 
offense and defense.

To some extent there is already a market for the services of skilled cyber 
criminals. However, there are many people who refuse to serve as hitmen 
but are willing to sell guns. We should therefore be concerned about AI 
advances making cyber “guns” much more capable and autonomous. 
Developing cyber weapons includes the difficult steps of weaponizing 
undetected vulnerabilities, customizing software to have the desired effects, 
and engineering the weapons to avoid defenses. As AI-related cyber tech-
niques improve, a greater and greater portion of the operations may be 
amenable to automation.35 If true, the Stuxnet of the future may not require 
tens or hundreds of millions of dollars to develop and launch but merely 
hundreds or thousands of dollars as the steps requiring high-skill human 
cyber operator customization are reduced or eliminated through AI. At 
that point, most software can be reproduced at near-zero marginal cost.

Applications of AI therefore have exceptional abilities to strengthen the 
cyber capabilities of powerful nation-states, small states, and non-state 
actors. There is no obvious, stable outcome in terms of state vs. non-state 
power or offense vs. defense cyber advantage. It will depend on the balance 
of research and development investments by all actors, the pace of techno-
logical process, and underlying limitations in economics and technology.
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Potential Transformative Scenarios

The trends and themes described above could combine to create a military 
power landscape very different from what exists today. Below, we provide 
ten scenarios by which the growing capabilities of AI could transform 
military power. These are not meant as firm predictions. Rather, they are 
intended to be provocative and to demonstrate how wide the range of pos-
sible outcomes is—given current trends. Moreover, they are not mutually 
exclusive alternatives. More than one or several could potentially happen 
simultaneously.

1. Lethal autonomous weapons form the bulk of military forces. 
For nearly eight decades, as automatic and autonomous systems 
have become more capable, militaries have become more willing to 
delegate authority to them.36 Given that an AI-based pilot running on 
a $35 computer has already demonstrated the ability to beat a U.S. Air 
Force-trained fighter pilot in a combat simulator,37 many actors will 
face increasing temptation to delegate greater levels of authority to a 
machine, or else face defeat. The Russian Military Industrial Committee 
has approved an aggressive plan that would have 30% of Russian 
combat power consist of entirely remote-controlled and autonomous 
robotic platforms by 2030.38 39 G Other countries facing demographic 
and security challenges are likely to set similar goals. For example, 
Japan and Israel, which have highly advanced technology sectors and 
unique demographic challenges, may find lethal autonomous weapons 
especially appealing. The United States Department of Defense has 
enacted restrictions on the use of autonomous and semi-autonomous 
systems wielding lethal force. Other countries and non-state actors may 
not exercise such self-restraint.

2. Disruptive swarming technologies render some military platforms 
obsolete. 
As of 2013, The United States possessed 14,776 military aircraft, 
some of which cost more than $100 million per unit.40 A high-quality 
quadcopter UAV currently costs roughly $1,000, meaning that for the 
price of a single high-end aircraft, a military could acquire one million 

G The clear majority of the publicly announced systems that Russia is developing are remotely 
operated or only partially autonomous. 
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drones. If the robotics market sustains current price decline trends, 
in the future that figure might become closer to one billion. In such a 
scenario, drones would be even cheaper than some ballistic munitions 
are today, e.g. ~$150 per 155mm shell.  
 
Commercial drones currently face significant range and payload 
limitations but become cheaper and more capable with each passing 
year. Imagine a low-cost drone with the range of a Canada Goose, 
a bird which can cover 1,500 miles in under 24 hours at an average 
speed of 60 miles per hour.41 How would an aircraft carrier battlegroup 
respond to an attack from millions of aerial kamikaze explosive drones? 
Some of the major platforms and strategies upon which U.S. national 
security currently relies might be rendered obsolete.

3. Robotic assassination is common and difficult to attribute. 
The low-cost of cyber has given offense the edge for targeted digital 
attacks. Widespread availability of low-cost, highly-capable, lethal, 
and autonomous robots could make targeted assassination more 
widespread and more difficult to attribute. A small, autonomous robot 
could infiltrate a target’s home, inject the target with a lethal dose of 
poison, and leave undetected. Alternatively, automatic sniping robots 
could assassinate targets from afar. 

4. Mobile-robotic-IEDs give low-cost, PGM-like capabilities to terrorists. 
Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) posed a significant challenge to 
U.S. forces in Iraq because they were low-cost, easily manufactured, 
and could cause significant damage. As commercial robotic and 
autonomous vehicle technology becomes widespread, some groups will 
leverage this to make more advanced IED technology. For example, the 
technological capability to rapidly deliver explosives to a precise target 
from many miles away is currently restricted to powerful nation states 
who sometimes spend millions of dollars for each Precision Guided 
Munition (PGM). If long distance package delivery by drone becomes 
a reality, the cost of precisely delivering explosives from afar would 
fall from millions of dollars to thousands or even hundreds. Similarly, 
self-driving cars could make suicide car bombs more frequent and 
devastating since they no longer require a suicidal driver. 
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5. Military power grows disconnected from population size and economic 
strength. 
 
The CIA World Factbook still counts the number of combat-age males 
in a country as one of the elements for determining a country’s military 
potential. In the future, however, even countries with small, elderly, 
and declining populations may be able to use robotics and autonomy 
to possesses robotic “manpower” far beyond their human population 
size. Consider South Korea: after Google DeepMind’s AlphaGo 
system defeated the South Korean Go Champion Lee Sedoul, South 
Korea’s government announced that it would spend nearly $1 billion 
over the next five years on AI research and development.42 Including 
government in-kind contributions and reprogrammed funds, South 
Korea’s annual AI R&D spending may reach $1 billion within the next 
year or two.43 
 
If South Korea does reach such a figure, it would match the 2015 AI 
R&D budget of the United States, a country with a nearly fifteen-fold 
larger economy. Though such a scenario is speculative, it is possible 
that a technologically advanced country with a smaller population, 
such as South Korea, could build a significant advantage in AI based 
military systems and thereby field greater numbers of more capable 
robotic “warfighters” than some more populous adversaries.

6. Cyberweapons are frequently used to kill. 
The linkage of digital and physical systems will expand the number of 
possibilities for killing with cyberweapons. A self-driving car could be 
hacked and made to crash on the highway.44 While lethal cyberattacks 
are possible without AI, AI will change the situation in two ways: First, 
capabilities might make it possible or even easy to execute such attacks 
at scale and possible for well-funded actors with limited cyber expertise 
to perpetrate. Second, the growth of AI applications will help bring 
more hackable things into the physical world.
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7. Most actors in cyber space will have no choice but to enable relatively 
high levels of autonomy, or else risk being outcompeted by “machine-
speed” adversaries. 
There are some sectors of military power where high levels of 
autonomy are a pre-requisite for success. Missile defense, for instance, 
cannot always wait for human operators to individually target and 
approve the launching of each counter-missile. Similarly, AI cyber 
defense will have to be given high levels of autonomy to respond to 
high speed cyberattacks or else risk being overwhelmed. In recent 
years, some attackers of government networks have attempted to 
maintain their presence even after discovery, actively fighting with the 
United States for control.45 Machine-speed AI defenders or attackers 
would likely have an advantage in this sort of virtual “hand to hand 
combat”46 since they operate at gigahertz speed. As with missile 
defense, those defenders unwilling to turn over control to AI, will 
simply lose out to attackers who are more willing to do so.47

8. Unexpected interactions of autonomous systems cause occasional “flash 
crashes.” 
Autonomous systems can make decisions incredibly rapidly, much 
faster than humans can monitor and restrain them without the aid of 
machines. Because of autonomous systems’ high speed, unexpected 
interactions and errors can spiral out of control rapidly. One ominous 
example is the stock market “Flash Crash” of May 2010, which the 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission reported was enabled and 
exacerbated by use of autonomous financial trading systems.48 In the 
Flash Crash, one trillion dollars of stock market value was wiped out 
within minutes because of unintended machine interactions (emergent 
effects). One must consider the cybersecurity or autonomous vehicle 
equivalent of a flash crash.  
 
The system verification and validation process for autonomous 
systems that leverage machine learning is still in its relative infancy, 
and the flash crash suggests that even systems which perform better 
than humans for 99%+ of their operations may occasionally have 
catastrophic, unexpected failures. This is especially worrisome given 
the adversarial nature of warfare and espionage. Pedestrians and 
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other drivers want autonomous vehicles to be successful and safe. The 
military adversaries of robotic systems, like those in financial markets, 
will be less kind.

9. Involving machine learning in military systems will create new types of 
vulnerabilities and new types of cyberattacks that target the training data 
of machine learning systems. 
 
Since machine learning systems rely upon high-quality datasets to 
train their algorithms, injecting so-called “poisoned” data into those 
training sets could lead AI systems to perform in undesired ways. For 
instance, researchers have proven that an adversary with access to a 
deep neural network image classifier’s training data, could expose it 
to data that the classifier would systematically miscategorize.49 One 
could imagine a more extreme data poisoning attack that would lead 
a sensor to falsely recognize friend as foe or foe as not present at all. 
Such manipulations are possible with existing cyber systems, but as we 
increase use of machine learning, the nature of the attack will change. 
Given rising levels of autonomy, the impact of an attack might also 
increase significantly.

10. Theft and replication of military and intelligence AI systems will result in 
AI cyberweapons falling in the wrong hands. 
 
In aerospace or other technologies, stealing the blueprints for a 
weapon does not actually give the thief access to the weapon or even 
a guaranteed ability to develop one. As one of us wrote in a previous 
article50 for Vox:

When China stole the blueprints and R&D data for America’s F-35 
fighter aircraft, for example, it likely shaved years off the development 
timeline for a Chinese F-35 competitor. But, China didn’t actually 
acquire a modern jet fighter or the immediate capability to make 
one. That’s because aerospace manufacturing is incredibly difficult, 
and China can’t yet match US competence in this area.51 But when a 
country steals the code for a cyberweapons, it has stolen not only the 
blueprints, but also the tool itself — and it can reproduce that tool at 
near zero-marginal cost. 
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In the cyber domain, groups have reportedly stolen access to U.S. gov-
ernment cyber tools and used them to infect hundreds of thousands of 
computers for criminal purposes.52 Cyber tools utilizing AI may also 
share this property, and the result—especially if offense-dominance 
remains the case—would be that highly-destructive AI cyberweapons 
could be widely available and difficult to control.

Hacking of robotic systems might also pose a serious risk. Paul Scharre 
has pointed out that autonomous weapons “pose a novel risk of mass 
fratricide, with large numbers of weapons turning on friendly forces 
[…] This could be because of hacking, enemy behavioral manipulation, 
unexpected interactions with the environment, or simple malfunctions 
or software errors.”53
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Implications for Information Superiority

If World War III will be over in seconds, as one side takes control of 
the other’s systems, we’d better have the smarter, faster, more resilient 
network.

 —Pedro Domingos, The Master Algorithm 54

In this section, we examine trends in Artificial Intelligence that are likely to 
impact the future of information superiority. In particular, we analyze how 
future progress in AI technology will affect capabilities of intelligence col-
lection and analysis of data, and the creation of data and media. We believe 
the latter set of capabilities will have significant impacts on the future of 
propaganda, strategic deception, and social engineering. After establishing 
the key trends and themes, we conclude by laying out scenarios where 
these capability improvements would result in transformative implications 
for the future of information superiority.

Collection & Analysis of Data

U.S. Intelligence agencies are awash in far more potentially useful raw 
intelligence data than they can analyze. 

According to a study by EMC Corporation, the amount of data stored on 
Earth doubles every two years, meaning that as much data will be created 
over the next 24 months as over the entire prior history of humanity.55 
Most of this new data is unstructured sensor or text data and stored across 
unintegrated databases. For intelligence agencies, this creates both an 
opportunity and a challenge: there is more data to analyze and draw useful 
conclusions from, but finding the needle in so much hay is tougher. The 
Intelligence Agencies of the United States each day collect more raw intel-
ligence data than their entire workforce could effectively analyze in their 
combined lifetimes.56
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Computer-assisted intelligence analysis, leveraging machine learning, 
will soon deliver remarkable capabilities, such as photographing and 
analyzing the entire Earth’s surface every day.

Analysts must prioritize and triage which collected information to analyze, 
and they leverage computer search and databases to increase the amount 
of information that they can manage. Some datasets that were previously 
only analyzable by human staff, such as photos, are newly amenable to 
automated analysis based on machine learning. In 2015, image recognition 
systems developed by Microsoft and Google outperformed human compet-
itors at the ImageNet challenge.57 These machine learning-based techniques 
are already being adapted by U.S. intelligence agencies to automatically 
analyze satellite reconnaissance photographs,58 which may make it possible 
for the United States to image and automatically analyze every square 
meter of the Earth’s surface every single day.59 Since machine learning is 
useful in processing most types of unstructured sensor data, applications 
will likely extend to most types of sensor-based intelligence, such as Signals 
Intelligence (SIGINT) and Electronic Intelligence (ELINT). Machine learn-
ing-based analysis is also useful for analyzing and deriving meaning from 
unstructured text. 
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Creation of Data and Media 

AI applications can be used not only to analyze data, but also to produce 
it, including automatically-generated photographs, video, and text.

Researchers have demonstrated rapid progress in the ability of AI to gen-
erate content. Existing AI-related capabilities include but are not limited to 
the following:

• Realistically changing the facial expressions and speech-related 
mouth movements of an individual on video in real-time, using only a 
retail-consumer webcamH  60

• Generating a realistic-sounding, synthetic voice recording of any indi-
vidual for whom there is sufficient training data, so-called “Photoshop 
for Audio” I 61 

• Producing realistic, fake images based only on a text description 62

• Producing written news articles based on structured data such as polit-
ical polls, election results, financial reports and sports game statistics 63

• Creating a 3D representation of an object (such as a face) based on one 
or more 2D images J 64

• Automatically producing realistic sound effects to accompany a silent 
video K 65

In the near future, it will be possible even for amateurs to generate pho-
to-realistic HD video, audio, and document forgeries—at scale.

Today, many of these AI-forgery capabilities are real enough that they can 
sometimes fool the untrained eye and ear. In the near future, they will be 
good enough to fool at least some types of forensic analysis. Moreover, 
these tools will be available not only to advanced computer scientists, but to 

H See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohmajJTcpNk for a demonstration of this capability.

I See https://lyrebird.ai/demo for a demonstration of this capability. 

J See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qX8AIRsFmTA for a demonstration of this capability.

K See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FW99AQmMc8 for a demonstration of this capability.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohmajJTcpNk
https://lyrebird.ai/demo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qX8AIRsFmTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FW99AQmMc8
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anyone, unless the government effectively restricts their availability. L When 
tools for producing fake-video at higher quality than today’s Hollywood 
Computer-Generated Imagery (CGI) are available to untrained amateurs, 
these forgeries might comprise a large part of the information ecosystem.

The existence of widespread AI forgery capabilities will erode social 
trust, as previously reliable evidence becomes highly uncertain. 

Since the invention of the photographic camera in the mid-1900s, the 
technology for capturing highly reliable evidence has been significantly 
cheaper and more available than the technology for producing convincing 
forgeries. Today, every individual with a smartphone can record HD video 
of events to which they bear witness. Moreover, most people can today also 
generally (though not always) tell when a video they are looking at is fake. 
Currently, producing high-quality fake video is extremely expensive. Hol-
lywood movies spend tens of millions of dollars to produce believable CGI, 
and still many fans occasionally complain that the images look fake.66 This 
will change. As one of us wrote in an article for WIRED,M 

Today, when people see a video of a politician taking a bribe, a 
soldier perpetrating a war crime, or a celebrity starring in a sex 
tape, viewers can safely assume that the depicted events have 
actually occurred, provided, of course, that the video is of a cer-
tain quality and not obviously edited.

But that world of truth—where seeing is believing—is about to be 
upended by artificial intelligence technologies […]

When tools for producing fake video perform at higher quality 
than today’s CGI and are simultaneously available to untrained 
amateurs, these forgeries might comprise a large part of the infor-
mation ecosystem. The growth in this technology will transform 
the meaning of evidence and truth in domains across journalism, 

L Governments do attempt to restrict some types of forgery related technology, with mixed results. 
Most photocopiers automatically detect attempts to copy or scan money and refuse the request. In 
2015, France passed an anti-anorexia law that restricts the use of image-editing software in fashion 
magazines.

M Allen, Greg. “Artificial Intelligence Will Make Forging Anything Entirely Too Easy.” Wired. June 30, 
2017. Accessed July 06, 2017. https://www.wired.com/story/ai-will-make-forging-anything-entirely-
too-easy/.

https://www.wired.com/story/ai-will-make-forging-anything-entirely-too-easy/
https://www.wired.com/story/ai-will-make-forging-anything-entirely-too-easy/
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government communications, testimony in criminal justice, and, 
of course, national security.

A future where fakes are cheap, widely available, and indistinguishable 
from reality would reshape the relationship of individuals to truth and evi-
dence. This will have profound implications for domains across journalism, 
government communications, testimony in criminal justice, and of course 
national security. Today, when someone sees a leaked video of a terrorist 
perpetrating a massacre or a politician admitting to taking a bribe, (assum-
ing the video is of a certain quality and not obviously edited), the person 
can safely assume that the depicted events actually occurred. In the future, 
people will be constantly confronted with realistic-looking fakes. 

We will struggle to know what to trust. Using cryptography and secure 
communication channels, it may still be possible to, in some circum-
stances, prove the authenticity of evidence. But, the “seeing is believing” 
aspect of evidence that dominates today—one where the human eye or ear 
is almost always good enough—will be compromised. 

Potential Transformative Scenarios

As the above analysis indicates, AI is useful both for using data to arrive at 
conclusions and for generating data to induce false conclusions. In other 
words, AI can assist intelligence agencies in determining the truth, but 
it also makes it easier for adversaries to lie convincingly. Which of these 
two features predominates is likely to shift back and forth with specific 
technological advances. Below, we outline six possible scenarios for how 
AI capabilities could transform the future of information superiority. We 
acknowledge that some of these are mutually exclusive. Our aim is to show 
how wide the range of possible transformative outcomes is, not to flaw-
lessly forecast the future. 

1. Supercharged surveillance brings about the end of guerilla warfare. 
 
There is a plausible “winner-take-all” aspect to the future of AI and 
surveillance, especially for nation-states. Terrorist and guerrilla 
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organizations will struggle to plan and execute operations without 
leaving dots that nation-states can collect and connect. Imagine, for 
instance, if the United States could have placed low-cost digital cameras 
with facial recognition and the robotic equivalent of a bomb-sniffing 
dog’s nose67 every 200 yards on every road in Iraq during the height 
of U.S. operations. If robotics and data processing continue their 
current exponential price declines and capability growth, this sort 
of AI-enhanced threat detection system might be possible. If it did 
exist, guerilla warfare and insurgency as we know it today might be 
impossible. 

2. A country with a significant advantage in AI-based intelligence analysis 
achieves decisive strategic advantage decision-making and shaping. 
 
Over the longer term, AI offers the potential to effectively fuse and 
integrate the analysis of many different types of sensor data sources 
into a more unified source of decision support. The Office of Net 
Assessment Summer Study astutely compared the potential of AI 
intelligence support to the advantage that the United Kingdom and its 
allies possessed during World War II once they had decrypted the Axis 
Enigma and Purple codes. 68 

3. Propaganda for authoritarian and illiberal regimes increasingly becomes 
indistinguishable from the truth. 
 
Given the ease of producing forgeries using AI, regimes that control 
official media will be able to produce high quality forgeries to shape 
public perceptions to a degree even greater than today. Supposedly 
“leaked” videos could be produced of hostile foreign leaders shouting 
offensive phrases or ordering atrocities. Though forged media will also 
be produced against authoritarian regimes, state control of media and 
social media censorship might limit its ability to be disseminated. 

4. Democratic and free press difficulty with fake news gets dramatically 
worse. 
 
The primary problem with fake news today is that it fools individual 
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citizens and voters. In the future, even high-quality journalist institu-
tions and governments will face persistent difficulty in separating fake 
news from reality. Because of a flood of high-quality forgeries, even the 
best news organizations will sometimes report hoaxes as real and fail to 
report real news because they are tricked into believing that it is fake.

5. Command and Control organizations face persistent social engineering 
threats. 
 
Widely available AI-generated forgeries will pose a challenge for 
Command and Control organizations. Those giving and receiving 
orders will struggle to know which communications (written, video, 
audio) are authentic. Social engineering hacks,N which are analogous 
to digital hacking but target people instead of computers, might be a 
much greater problem in the future. Allowing an individual in a video 
or audio phone call to assume the likeness and voice of someone they 
are impersonating adds another significant layer of difficulty to vali-
dating communications. One can imagine an adversary impersonating 
a military or intelligence officer and ordering the sharing of sensitive 
information or taking some action that would expose forces to vul-
nerability. AI could be used to produce counterfeit versions of DOD 
Directives and statements of policy and to disseminate them widely 
across the internet. Adversaries of a military could use these technolo-
gies to produce large quantities of forged evidence purporting to show 
that the military has engaged in war crimes.

6. Combined with cyberattacks and social media bot networks, AI-enabled 
forged media threatens the stability of an economy or government 
regime. 
 
On April 23, 2013, hackers took control of the Associated Press’ 
official Twitter account and tweeted “BREAKING: Two Explosions 
in the White House and Barack Obama is injured” to the account’s 
nearly two million followers.69 In the two minutes following the tweet, 
the U.S. stock market lost nearly $136 billion in value until the hack 
was revealed.70 With AI-enabled forgery, one could imagine a future, 

N A simple example is when a criminal calls a person’s credit card company (from a masked phone 
number) and persuades the human operator to add the criminal to the account.
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more devastating hack: Hackers would take control of an official 
news organization website or social media account being used to 
spread not only false text, but also false video and audio. A network 
of social media bots could then be used to spread the fake messaging 
rapidly and influence a broad number of individuals. Exactly this sort 
of social media botnet influencing approach was reportedly used by 
Russia in its attempt to influence the outcome of the 2016 U.S. presi-
dential election.71  
 
To some extent this problem is not new. For instance, in 2014, some 
of the images, circulated widely on social media, that claimed to 
depict Israel’s airstrikes on Gaza in 2014 were photographs of the 
more extensive violence from conflicts in Syria and Iraq.72 However, if 
forged evidence were sufficiently compelling and effectively dissemi-
nated, it might result in stock market crashes, riots, or worse. One way 
this might be executed by an adversary would be to acquire thousands 
of real (and sensitive) documents through cyber-espionage and then 
leak the real documents alongside a few well executed forgeries which 
could then be supported by “leaked” forged audio and video. Even if 
the government offered widespread denials and produced contradict-
ing evidence, still it would struggle to squash the false understanding 
in a population that such an operation could bring about. The govern-
ment would also face major difficulty in limiting and remediating the 
potentially significant consequences of that false understanding.
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Implications for Economic Superiority

In the same way that a bank without databases can’t compete with 
a bank that has them, a company without machine learning can’t 
keep up with one that uses it […] It’s about as fair as spears against 
machine guns. Machine learning is a cool new technology, but that’s 
not why businesses embrace it. They embrace it because they have no 
choice.

—Pedro Domingos, The Master Algorithm 73

In this section, we examine trends in Artificial Intelligence that are likely 
to impact the future of economic superiority. In particular, we analyze 
how future progress in AI technology will affect the speed of technological 
innovation, and the how increases in automation will affect employment. 
After establishing key trends and themes, we conclude by laying out sce-
narios where these capability improvements would result in transformative 
implications for the future of economic superiority.

Innovation Supercharger

Artificial Intelligence might be a uniquely transformative economic 
technology, since it has the potential to dramatically accelerate the pace 
of innovation and productivity growth.

Many advancements in the domain of AI have the character of general pur-
pose technologies, meaning that they enhance productivity across a broad 
swath of different industries. AI applications can do more, however. They 
can accelerate the pace of inventing and innovation itself. Consider three 
examples: 

1. Automation of scientific experiments: researchers developed a robotic 
system that can autonomously develop scientific genomic hypotheses, 
conduct scientific biology experiments to test the hypotheses, and then 
reach conclusions about the hypothesis that informs the next genera-
tion of hypothesis formation.74 
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2. Synthesizing findings in thousands of scientific papers: A partner-
ship between the Barrow Neurological Institute and IBM resulted in an 
AI system that used language processing algorithms to analyze thou-
sands of peer-reviewed research articles related to a neurodegenerative 
disease and then correctly predicted five previously unknown genes 
related to the disease.75 

3. Automatically generating and optimizing engineering designs: 
machine learning algorithms supported by advanced mechanical sim-
ulation have proven useful in developing new designs for mechanical 
equipment, including car engines.76 

These examples show that developing a leading technological position in 
conducting AI research will likely deliver benefits to the pace of research 
and development progress in many fields, including AI. AI applications can 
therefore act as an “innovation supercharger.”

Automation and Unemployment

The 2016 White House Report on Artificial Intelligence, Automation, 
and the Economy found that increasing automation will threaten 
millions of jobs77 and that future labor disruptions might be more per-
manent than previous cases.

Automation has always led to the destruction of jobs. After the invention 
of the mechanized tractor, for example, agricultural labor in the United 
States began a permanent decline. Farming work today is performed by 
only 1% of the American population (3.2 million). In 1920, farming labor 
comprised 30% of the population (32 million).78 

What is different today, according to the White House report, is the speed 
of the economic disruption. Economic theory suggests that the increased 
productivity through automation should ultimately also decrease prices 
and provide consumers more disposable income with which to generate 
demand for other goods, services and the workers that provide them.79 This 
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price effect can be slow, however, especially in comparison to the pace of 
job loss and the length of time required to retrain displaced workers. 

It may be the case, however, that large populations of workers lose their 
jobs due to automation and thereafter face a dearth of new job oppor-
tunities. Former U.S. Treasury Secretary Larry Summers has indicated 
credence for this view: “This question of technology leading to a reduction 
in demand for labor is not some hypothetical prospect ... It’s one of the 
defining trends that has shaped the economy and society for the last 40 
years” he said in a June 2017 interview. More worryingly, however, Sum-
mers went on to posit the following dire scenario:

“I suspect that if current trends continue, we may have a third of men 
between the ages of 25 and 54 not working by the end of this half cen-
tury, because this is a trend that shows no sign of decelerating. And 
that’s before we have ... seen a single driver replaced [by self-driving 
vehicles] ..., not a trucker, not a taxicab driver, not a delivery person. 
... And yet that is surely something that is en route.”80

Notably, the one-third unemployment rate that Summers’ predicts is higher 
than either the United States or Germany faced at the height of the Great 
Depression.81 If Summers’ scenario comes to pass, the political stability and 
national security consequences could be dire.

One worst case scenario, which is not included in the White House report 
but is taken seriously by some economists and computer scientists, is that 
the next wave of automation will leave many workers around the world in 
the same position that horses faced during the mechanized agriculture and 
transportation revolutions82—unable to remain economically competitive 
with machines at any price and unable to acquire new, economically useful 
skills. Human farm laborers successfully retrained to work in other indus-
tries when the need for farm labor declined. Horses could not. In 1900, 
there were 21 million horses and mules in the United States, mostly for 
animal labor. By 1960, there were fewer than 3 million.83 If artificial intelli-
gence significantly and permanently reduces demand for human unskilled 
labor, and if significant portions of the unskilled labor workforce struggle 
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to retrain for economically valuable skills, the economic and social impacts 
would be devastating. 

If AI does lead to permanent worker displacement, technologically 
advanced countries may face the “Resource Curse” problem, whereby 
the owners of productive capital are highly concentrated, and econom-
ics and politics become unstable.

The Resource Curse problem refers to a diverse and robust set of economic 
analyses that show countries where natural resources comprise a large 
portion of the economy tend to be less developed and more unstable than 
countries with more diversified economies. For instance, one extensive 
study of the topic found that “between 1960 and 1990, the per capita 
incomes of resource-poor countries grew two to three times faster than 
those of resource-abundant countries.”84 The main mechanisms for the 
Resource Curse (as it applies to natural resource wealth) are summarized 
below: 

 − The composition of extractive industries promotes inequality 
and poor governance: Extractive industries, such as mining, are 
capital-intensive and labor-light relative to their scale in the econ-
omy. These characteristics imply that a small number of people reap 
outsized benefits of resource exports. 

 − Redistribution of resource revenues risks government cor-
ruption: By taxing extractive industries, the government raises 
significant revenues which it can then use to provide public goods 
such as infrastructure and services. Though potentially beneficial, 
this allocative model of wealth encourages corruption and weak 
institutions since those with power will be tempted to allocate cap-
ital based on political imperatives rather than in accordance with 
long term economic goals. 

 − Inequality promotes political and civil conflict: The outsized 
concentration of national wealth in relatively few areas encourages 
conflict over who will control those resources rather than collabo-
ration over how to promote sustainable economic growth overall. 
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For example, Sierra Leone’s decades of war prior to 2000 were 
fueled by conflict over which faction would control the country’s 
diamond mines. 

 − Success in the natural resource export sectors harms other 
industries: Increased demand for a country’s natural resource 
exports causes pressure on its currency to appreciate. The more 
valuable domestic currency in turn makes other export sectors—
such as manufacturing and agriculture—more expensive and less 
competitive. Domestic-focused producers are also harmed as the 
stronger domestic currency makes imports cheaper.

Though there are interesting parallels between the resource curse and how 
automation might enable consolidation of control over the economy, there 
are also important differences. Most notably, production and consumption 
of the natural resources typically associated with the resource curse (e.g. oil) 
is relatively inelastic, meaning large change in the price of a good might only 
result in a modest change in production or consumption. Further study is 
needed on this issue.

Potential Transformative Scenarios

1. Automation-induced “Resource Curse” plagues technologically devel-
oped economies. 
 
Though speculative, some have argued that Resource Curse mecha-
nisms would operate in a country where the owners of automation 
capital (in both manufacturing and service sectors) were concentrated 
among elites and labor was comparatively weak in its bargaining power. 
To illustrate, consider the trajectory of the first industrial revolution. 
At the beginning, the productivity of both labor and capital increased 
significantly, but worker wages remained low, and most of the returns 
went to the owners of capital. Only by organizing into groups that 
had economic power (the ability to go on strike and halt production) 
and political power (the ability to influence the state’s regulation and 
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enforcement behavior) were workers able to secure a greater share of 
the economic returns of industrialization. In resource curse economies, 
only a small number of well-compensated workers are required to 
sustain the main economic drivers, and the non-resource industry 
workers generally lack economic bargaining power. The owners of 
capital therefore need only be limited by political concerns, which lead 
them to redistribute the minimum amount of resource wealth required 
to establish sustainable political or military governing constituencies. 
If automation could perform a significant portion of current jobs 
at higher quality and lower cost, and if the displaced labor popula-
tion lacked skills and the ability to retrain for any newly created job 
demand, a similar operative mechanism to the resource curse theory is 
plausible for heavily automated economies.  
 
If true, advanced economies, including the United States and many of 
its allies, will face significant future challenges in maintaining good 
governance and political stability. Increasing instability among OECD 
countries could result in a wave of illiberalism and corruption among 
democracies. In the worst case, such a scenario might threaten the 
US-led system of democratic alliances and U.S. national security.

2. A country with a significant lead in AI-enabled innovation technology 
develops a self-reinforcing technological and economic edge. 
 
AI’s role as innovation-supercharger can deliver a strategic (and per-
haps permanent) economic and military advantage to a country that 
develops a significant lead in exploiting AI applications. Because of 
this recursive-improvement property, and because AI applications also 
facilitate the automation of labor, it is possible to imagine a breakaway 
economic and innovation growth scenario, whereby a country develops 
a significant lead in developing certain AI applications, which then 
guarantee it will be the first to discover the next generation of inno-
vations, and so on. In the most extreme scenario, one could imagine 
a small, technologically advanced country like Singapore developing 
an accelerating technological edge that facilitates extreme economic 
growth, far beyond what would normally be expected of a country with 
only five million people. This may sound implausible, but consider the 
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fact that in 1900, Great Britain, a country of only 40 million people, 
came to control an empire with dominion over nearly 25% of the 
Earth’s land and population. Being the first to exploit a technological 
revolution can have outsized consequences. Likewise, this AI-enabled 
recursive-improvement scenario might result in one country acquiring 
radically superior military technology, especially in the domain of 
cyberweapons, where experiments and simulations can be run at digi-
tal speeds. 

3. AI-enabled economic sabotage emerges as a new type of weapon. 
 
As described herein the Information Superiority section, the 2015 AP 
twitter account hack led to major, though extremely brief, implications 
for the U.S. stock market. A more extreme version of this capability 
could be harnessed into a generalized economic weapon, intended to 
crash stock or other trading markets, or to disrupt the major digital-
ly-connected means of production in an economy.85 To some extent, 
this threat exists today due to cyberattacks, but AI capabilities might 
allow much smaller teams of non-nation state actors to launch such 
an attack and might also increase the scale of such an attack. In 2001, 
Enron, a corrupt energy company, deliberately shut down a power 
plant in California on false pretenses to raise energy prices and gener-
ate billions in excess profits. The crisis resulted in waves of blackouts 
across California.86 An economic terrorist or nation-state adversary 
using AI-enhanced cyberweapons might replicate this sort of attack 
for either strategic military advantage or even just to make a profit by 
making calibrated investments ahead of time.
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Part 2: Learning from Prior 
Transformative Technology Cases

Having summarized the mechanisms by which Artificial Intelligence might 
prove to be a transformative field for military technology, this section will 
summarize our analysis of prior transformative military technologies—
Nuclear, Aerospace, Cyber, and Biotech—and thereafter generate lessons 
learned that apply to the management of AI technology. Our full analysis 
of these prior cases is included in the Appendix, but Part 2 will summarize 
this analysis and the lessons learned that we propose. 

Key Technology Management Aspects

Though each of these technology cases were transformational for U.S. 
national security, they had different underlying scientific and economic 
conditions, which affected the optimal approach for the U.S. government to 
manage them. We evaluated each case across five different dimensions:

1. Destructive potential: Using the technology, how much destruction 
can weapons cause? How easy is it to demonstrate the destructive 
potential? How assured is the destruction? 

2. Cost profile: What resources, and at what price, are required to 
develop the technology? What is the marginal cost of weapons produc-
tion at scale? Does production require large fixed assets? 

3. Complexity Profile: What types of technical expertise are required to 
develop the technology? To use it after acquisition? Is this expertise 
primarily dependent on formal knowledge (e.g. mathematics) or tacit 
knowledge (e.g. manufacturing excellence)? 

4. Military/Civil dual-use potential: Does experience with commercial 
versions of the technology imply easy transitions to the military ver-
sion? Do companies that produce in one sphere tend to also produce 
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for the other? Do workers with skills from the commercial sector have 
relevant skills for the military sector?

5. Difficulty of espionage and monitoring: Is it easy for adversaries to 
monitor the progress of a military development program? Is it easy for 
developers to hide their development, or portray it as commercially 
intended? Is the technology easily replicated or reverse-engineered?

Again, detailed justification for our technology management aspects is 
provided in the Appendix. Our summary of the technology profile for each 
case is presented in Table 1:

Table 1: Key Technology Aspects

Destructive 
potential

Cost profile Complexity Military/
Civil dual-use 
potential

Difficulty of 
espionage/
monitoring

Nuclear Destructive power 
is immense, 
assured, and easily 
demonstrated

Dev. required share 
of GDP for first 5 
nuclear states, still 
expensive now

Dev. of nuclear 
tech. required 
advanced scientific 
and engineering

Nuclear power 
and medicine both 
carry significant 
proliferation risk

Aerospace ISR 
(1955), signals 
intel, and radioac-
tive tracing allow 
decent monitoring

Aerospace Only in vast quan-
tities can aircraft 
threaten state's 
existance; attacks 
can be defended

In 1945, fighter 
aircraft were 
roughly 50 times as 
expensive as a new 
civilian car

By WW2, only 
sophisticated orgs. 
could match state 
of the art in aero-
space tech.

One of the first 
passenger airlines 
used reconfigured 
WW1 bombers

Factories appear 
similar to other 
industry and can be 
concealed

Cyber Cyber can damage 
physical infrastruc-
ture and steal key 
info. but less assured

Even terrorists 
and criminals can 
afford quite useful 
capabilities

Low-end attacks 
require minimal 
expertise; high-end 
reserved for states

Commercial IT sys-
tems can be used 
for attacks; similar 
skills in demand for 
civil/military

Even sensitive 
national security 
systems are 
routinely infiltrated 
without detection

Biotech Natural pandemics 
have killed tens of 
millions; bioweapons 
could also

Equipment is 
cheap, though 
expertise can be 
expensive

Though different 
now, at first 
relatively few 
people had needed 
expertise

Biopharma and 
medical industries 
need similar equip-
ment and expertise 
as bioweapons

Weaponization 
facilities difficult 
to distinguish from 
commercial

Low Moderate High
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Government Technology 
Management Approach

In what is admittedly (and necessarily) a partial oversimplification, we have 
classified the U.S. government’s management paradigm for each of the four 
technologies. Our goal here is to clarify how government viewed the nature 
of the challenge—especially in its early decades—and characterize what 
approach they ultimately took to meet it. A more detailed justification of 
our analysis is provided in the Appendix. The four approaches are summa-
rized in Table 2:

Table 2: Government Technology Management Approach

Nuclear All-out effort, government-led 
development and utilization

• Extraordinary levels of spending and dedication of national 
resources to nuclear technology continued for many 
decades after development

• From 1940 to 1996, 11% of total federal government spend-
ing was related to nuclear weapons, even with arms control 
and voluntary restrictions

• Initially, nuclear technology was treated as classified regard-
less of origin. Illegal to hold patents on nuclear.

Aerospace Government-led public private 
partnership

• Heavy government involvement in the aerospace sector with 
research and development support, acting as an anchor 
customer, and major regulation

• Tech. superiority seen as key to national power; govt. 
restricted access to aerospace tech. using classification and 
export restrictions

• Despite predominant government role, the U.S. Aircraft 
industry remained within the Amerian economic model of 
capitalism and free enterprise

Cyber Government "seeding and 
harvesting"

• Govt. heavily involved in supportin R&D of tech. under-
pinnings of computing and internet, but ultimately cedes 
leadership in most areas to private industry

• Govt. retains leadership in the security aspects of comput-
ing, using computers in military systems and dev. on cyber 
attack/defense as early as the 1960s

• Govt. initially wants to limit commercial security aspects 
(e.g. restricting cryptography) but recently sees govt. role in 
aiding commercial cybersecurity

Biotech Voluntary restraint

• U.S. Govt unilateral ends U.S. bioweapons program in 1969, 
and ratifies Biological Weapons Convention. However, USSR 
bioweapons program continues beyond end of Cold War.

• U.S./European commercial biotech industries adopt volun-
tary restrictions on recombinant DNA R&D in 1975 due to 
ethical and security risk concerns
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Government Management 
Approach “Scorecard”

Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of the government’s technology man-
agement approach for each of the four cases. Our evaluation is based upon 
our assessment of the government’s performance in meeting three key goal:

1:  Preserve U.S. technological leadership 

 Underwrite continued military and intelligence capability superiority

2:  Support peaceful use of the technology 

 Help civil/commercial sectors reap benefits of tech. applications

3:  Manage catastrophic risks 

 Prevent and mitigate dangers from accidental and adversarial use

Our detailed justificatons for the scorecard are provided in the Appendix. 
Our findings are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3: Government Technology Management Approach Scorecard

1: Preserve U.S. 
technological leadership

2: Support peaceful use of 
the technology

3: Manage catastrophic risks

Nuclear Partial Success

U.S. acheived fission and fusion 
first, and had more nukes and 
more ways to deliver, but this never 
gave a usable adv. Espionage hurt 
U.S. technological edge.

Partial Success

Military nuclear tech begets com-
mercial nuclear power and nuclear 
medicine, but benefits were over-
estimated and proliferation risks 
underestimated

Partial Failure

No full accidental detonation, 
but many nuclear accidents that 
could have led to detonations; U.S. 
repeatedly ignores need for safety 
upgrades/investment

Aerospace Success

Aside from brief periods during 
WW1 and WW2, U.S. was and is 
undisputed leader in developing 
and using military aerospace tech.

Success

After WW2, the U.S. emerged 
as the clear winner in building 
commercial aircraft for the 
rapidly growing market in air 
transportation

Success

Main risks are accidental crashes 
and attacks from superior air 
forces, both of which the U.S. has 
responded to effectively

Cyber Success

Though cyber domain is not as 
amenable to dominance as aero-
space, the U.S. clearly has leading 
tech and capabilities in both cyber 
and defense

Partial Success

U.S. commercial industry leads the 
world in computing and internet 
sectors, but U.S. govt. left commer-
cial too vulnerable to criminal and 
nation-state cyber attacks

Partial Failure

While the U.S. developed offensive 
cyber superiority, the govt. 
failed for decades to address the 
asymmetric vulnerability it faced in 
espionage and attack

Biotech N/A

U.S. voluntarily disbanded 
bioweapons program, saying 
deterrent from nukes was suffi-
cient. USSR bioweapons program 
continued, however.

Success

U.S. has largest biotech industry 
worldwide and the R&D leader in 
biotech; Favorable government 
support of R&D and regulations

Partial Success

No major bioweapons attacks or 
accidental releases; most risky 
research was delayed until risks 
better understood, BWC helpful 
but had key failures (USSR)
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AI Technology Profile: A Worst-case Scenario?

Comparing the technology profile of AI with the prior technology cases, 
we find that it has the potential to be a worst-case scenario. Proper pre-
cautions might alter this profile in the future, but current trends suggest a 
uniquely difficult challenge. 

Destructive Potential: High

• At a minimum, AI will dramatically augment autonomous weapons 
and espionage capabilities and will represent a key aspect of future 
military power.

• Speculative but plausible hypotheses suggest that General AI and 
especially superintelligence systems pose a potentially existential 
threat to humanity.87 O

Cost Profile: Diverse, but potentially low

• Developing cutting-edge capabilities in machine learning and AI 
can be expensive: many firms are spending billions or hundreds of 
millions of dollars on R&D.

• However, relatively small teams can leverage open-source code 
libraries and COTS or rented hardware to develop powerful capa-
bilities for less than $1 million; leaked copies of AI software might 
be virtually free.

Complexity Profile: Diverse, but potentially low

• Advancing the state of the art in AI basic research requires world-
class talent, of which there is a very limited pool.

O Nick Bostrom, Elon Musk, Bill Gates, Stephen Hawking, and many others have expressed concern 
regarding this scenario.
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• However, applying existing AI research to specific problems can 
sometimes be relatively straightforward and accomplished with less 
elite talent.

• Technical expertise required for converting commercially available 
AI capabilities into military systems is currently high, but this may 
decline in the future as AI improves.

Military/Civil Dual-Use Potential: High

• Militaries and commercial businesses are competing for essentially 
the exact same talent pool and using highly similar hardware 
infrastructure.

• Some military applications (e.g. autonomous weapons) require 
additional access to non-AI related expertise to deliver capability.

Difficulty of Espionage and Monitoring: High

• Overlap between commercial and military technology makes it 
difficult to distinguish which AI activities are potentially hostile.

• Few if any physical markers of AI development exist.

• Total number of actors developing and fielding advanced AI sys-
tems will be significantly higher than nuclear or even aerospace.

• Monitors will find it difficult to assess AI aspects of any autono-
mous weapon system without direct access.
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Lessons Learned 

Having provided our observations of previous cases, we will now attempt 
to summarize lessons learned. We recognize that there are vast differences 
of time, technology, and context between these cases and AI. This is our 
effort to characterize some lessons which endure nevertheless.

Lesson #1: Radical technology change begets 
radical government policy ideas

The transformative implications of nuclear weapons technology, com-
bined with the Cold War context, led the U.S. government to consider 
some extraordinary policy measures, including but not limited to the 
following:

• Enacted—Giving one individual sole authority to start nuclear war: 
The United States President, as head of government and commander 
in chief of the military, was invested with supreme authority regarding 
nuclear weapons88

• Considered—Internationalizing control of nuclear weapons under 
the exclusive authority of the United Nations in a collective security 
arrangement P 89

• Enacted—Voluntarily sharing atomic weapons technology with allies 
(which occurred) and adversaries including the Soviet Union (which 
did not)90

• Considered—Atomic annihilation: Pre-emptive and/or retaliatory 
atomic annihilation of adversaries, which could have resulted in mil-
lions or even billions of deathsQ

P This was the so-called Baruch Plan, which the U.S. proposed at the United Nations but abandoned 
shortly thereafter. To this day there is significant debate over whether the United States offered the 
Baruch Plan in sincerity.

Q Senior U.S. military officials, including Lieutenant General Leslie Groves, the director of the 
Manhattan Project, and General Orvil Anderson, commander of the Air University, publicly argued 
that the United States should strike the Soviet Union with nuclear weapons to prevent them 
from acquiring nuclear technology. Respected foreigners including Winston Churchill, John Von 
Neumann, and Bertrand Russell all advised the United States to do the same. How seriously the 
United States’ senior leadership considered this first strike advice is difficult to say with certainty. 
Retaliatory nuclear strikes and mutually assured destruction remain the official policy of the United 
States.
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• Enacted—Voluntarily restricting development in arms control 
frameworks to ban certain classes of nuclear weapons and certain 
classes of nuclear tests

The world has lived with some of these policies for seven decades, so the 
true extent of their radicalism (at the time they were first considered) is 
hard to convey. The first example is perhaps the easiest, because it required 
passage of the Presidential Succession Act of 1947, which laid the founda-
tion for the 25th Amendment to the United States Constitution. Though 
there were other proximate causes for the 25th Amendment, such as the 
assassination of President Kennedy, it is only a mild stretch to say that the 
invention of nuclear weapons was so significant that it led to a change in 
the United States Constitution.

Though nuclear weapons clearly resulted in the most radical policy pro-
posals, the other cases also led to significant changes. For instance, the 
Department of Defense ultimately created a full armed service to make use 
of aerospace technology, the organization now called the U.S. Air Force. 
Cyber challenges led to the creation of U.S. Cyber Command. These were 
significant changes, though time has made them familiar.

It remains unclear what the full impact of AI technology on national security 
will be, and how fast it will arrive. So far, we have argued that it is highly 
likely to be a transformative military technology. Some, such as Nick Bos-
trom, believe that the recursive improvement property of AI has the potential 
to create a superintelligence that might lead to the extinction of the entire 
human species.91 If continued rapid progress in AI leads some governments 
to share Bostrom’s view, they may consider policies as truly radical as those 
considered in the early decades of nuclear weapons. The bigger and more 
visible the impacts of AI become (and we argue the impacts are likely to be 
increasingly large and obvious over time) the more policymakers will feel 
justified in making extreme departures from existing policy.

Lesson #2: Arms races are sometimes 
unavoidable, but they can be managed
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Fears of aerial bombing led to an international treaty banning the use of 
weaponized aircraft, but voluntary restraint was quickly abandoned and 
did not stop air war in WWI.

In 1899, diplomats from the world’s leading military powers convened in 
The Hague for a peace conference. One of the more interesting outcomes 
of the conference was a five-year moratorium on all offensive military uses 
of aircraft.R  Though the intention was to later make the ban permanent, it 
was abandoned at the second Hague conference of 1907 once countries saw 
the irresistible potential of aerial warfare. Accordingly, all the great powers 
began constructing and planning for the use of aircraft bombers.92 In 1910, 
the combined military air fleets of the European great powers contained 50 
airplanes. By 1914, the number reached 700.93 When World War I broke 
out, the only real limitation on the use of military air power was technology: 
the primitive airplanes had limited range and bomb-carrying capacity. Still, 
every European belligerent’s capital, save Rome, was bombed from the air.94

The applications of AI to warfare and espionage are likely to be as 
irresistible as aircraft. Preventing expanded military use of AI is likely 
impossible.

Aerospace technology ultimately became nearly synonymous with military 
power, and it seems likely that applications of AI will ultimately go the 
same route. Just as businesses are choosing machine learning because 
competitively they have no choice, so too will militaries and intelligence 
agencies feel pressure to expand the use of military AI applications. 
Michael Rogers, head of the United States National Security Agency and 
Cyber Command, agrees: “It is not the ‘if.’ It’s only the ‘when’ to me. This is 
coming.”95 That sense of inevitability derives not only from how useful AI 
is already proving to be, but also from the belief that current applications 
have only scratched the surface of what capabilities are likely to come.

Though outright bans of AI applications in the national security sector 
are unrealistic, the more modest goal of safe and effective technology 
management must be pursued.

R At the time, diplomats were primarily concerned with aerial bombardment from motor-driven 
balloons, but the treaty language was sufficiently broad that it applied to fixed-wing aircraft upon 
their invention.
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The ban of aircraft fell apart, but the United States, its allies, and even its 
adversaries did develop a framework that sought to limit the risks of aerospace 
technology. Though many details will remain unclear until the technology is 
more mature, eventually the United States and other actors will have to develop 
a regime that limits the risk of military AI technology proliferation.

Lesson #3: Government must both promote 
and restrain commercial activity 

Failure to recognize the inherent dual-use nature of technology can cost 
lives, as the example of the Rolls-Royce Nene jet engine shows.

After World War II, the United States recognized that facilitating economic 
growth of the commercial aerospace industry and maintaining military 
secrecy were often at odds. For instance, the United Kingdom had superior 
jet engine technology at the end of World War II but faced significant 
financial challenges. The British engine manufacturers, seeking export rev-
enues, sold 25 of their “commercial” Rolls-Royce Nene Jet Engines to the 
Soviet Union, which promptly reverse-engineered the Nene engines and 
designed their MiG-15 fighter around it. The highly effective MiG-15 went 
on to dominate the skies in the Korean War.96 Experiences such as those of 
the Nene taught the United States that breakthroughs in aerospace tech-
nology sometimes had to be kept secret and in the hands of the defense 
sector. The government expanded its classification and clearance process 
to include significant numbers of the civilian aerospace workforce, and 
restrictions were placed on the ability of aerospace companies to sell their 
technology domestically and especially abroad.

Having the largest and most advanced digital technology industry is an 
enormous advantage for the United States, but reconciling commercial 
and national security interests will remain a challenge.

When the United States government set out to regulate the aerospace 
industry, it did so from a position of extreme strength. The government 
customer represented a significant majority of total aircraft sales, and the 
government funded most aerospace R&D. Likewise, as one of us wrote 
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regarding the nuclear situation: “When nuclear weapons were invented, the 
best scientists worked for governments, the most advanced technology was 
possessed exclusively by governments, and governments provided the bulk 
of scientific research and development funding. That world is so far gone as 
to be almost unrecognizable.”97

The situation for AI will be very different, both because the government is not 
nearly as large a customer for AI companies and because most of the leading 
researchers in the field do not work for government. As the White House 
report on AI points out, the entire U.S. government spent roughly $1.1 billion 
on unclassified AI research and development in 2015, while annual U.S. gov-
ernment spending on mathematics and computer science R&D is $3 billion.98 
There are multiple Silicon Valley and Chinese companies who each spend 
more annually on AI R&D than the entire United States government does on 
R&D for all of mathematics and computer science combined.99

To make matters more difficult, the relationship between the U.S. govern-
ment and the digital technology industry is currently strained, especially 
in the wake of the Edward Snowden incident and the statements of some 
political leaders about technology and the tech industry. Google’s Deep-
Mind, seen by many as the world leader in cutting-edge AI research and 
development, has a strong stance against the military or surveillance use of 
AI technology. Upon Google’s acquisition of DeepMind, the two organiza-
tions agreed that Google would prohibit the use of DeepMind’s technology 
for military and government surveillance purposes.100 When Google 
acquired Boston Dynamics and Schaft—two leading robotics research and 
development firms that received a significant portion of their funding from 
DARPA—Google stated that the firms would no longer pursue new mili-
tary and intelligence contracts.101 

Google is in fact more cooperative with the national security community 
than many leading technology companies. Eric Schmidt, the Executive 
Chairman of Google’s parent company Alphabet, also serves as Chairman 
of the Department of Defense Innovation Board. That even Google has 
significant restrictions on its cooperation with the Department of Defense 
shows just how tough the current situation is. Though leading digital 
technology companies are, for the most part, headquartered in the United 
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States, they are operating in global markets, with customers, suppliers, and 
partners all over the world. 

Whereas the government regulated the nuclear and aerospace industries 
from the position of most valuable customer and trusted partner, the rela-
tionship between the government and some leading AI research institutions 
is fraught with tension. Fortunately, the same concern applies in the cyberse-
curity domain, and the United States government has nevertheless been able 
to build a significant lead in the offensive military and espionage applications 
of that area. In no small part, this success is due to decades of U.S. govern-
ment support of the computing and internet industries while they were in 
their comparative infancy. Nevertheless, the tensions between commercial 
and government interests in AI will remain a challenge for policymakers, 
who must effectively support the interests of both constituencies.

Lesson #4: Government must fomalize 
goals for safety and provide resources

In each of the four cases, national security policymakers faced tradeoffs 
between safety and performance, but the government was more likely to 
respond appropriately to some risks than to others.

The current Command and Control and safety systems used for each of 
the four cases took decades to emerge. This in and of itself is not worri-
some. What is worrisome is the often very long times between thorough 
identification of a risk factor and the implementation of a solution. In the 
case of nuclear weapons, many safety measures that are today considered 
essential were not implemented for a decade or more after the solution 
was identified.102 The institutions responsible for safety repeatedly failed to 
implement needed safety measures due to cost concerns, biases towards 
functional reliability (assured destruction of the target) over safety reliabil-
ity, and bureaucratic infighting.

After surveying the record of nuclear close calls, we agree with former 
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara that the absence of a catastrophic 
nuclear weapons accident can be attributed to luck at least as much as a 
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reflection of well-designed technological and procedural safeguards.103 In 
an interview with Errol Morris, McNamara stated “I want to say—and this 
is very important—at the end, we lucked out. It was luck that prevented 
nuclear war.”104 The same can be said for the absence of a major cyberattack 
on United States critical infrastructure. Most cybersecurity experts feel 
these systems are not actually secure from attack and so the absence of a 
major attack on one has more to do with the success of U.S. deterrence 
(and some luck) than it does with appropriate attention and resources 
being devoted to cyber defense and safety. 

Not all communities made this same mistake. The U.S. nuclear submarine 
community never lost a sub for nuclear technology-related reasons. The 
aerospace sector likewise managed to achieve continuous and rapid capa-
bility improvement while at the same time delivering consistent progress 
on safety—in both the military and commercial domains. 

Across all cases, safety outcomes improved when the government created 
formal organizations tasked with improving the safety of their respec-
tive technology domains and appropriated the needed resources. These 
resources include not only funding and materials, but talented human 
capital as well as the authority and access to win bureaucratic fights. The 
nuclear weapons safety department at Sandia, the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, are all examples 
of organizations that put safety at the center of their mission, and safety 
outcomes improved as a result. 

As the United States embarks upon the Third Offset and looks to regulate 
expanded use of AI in the commercial and civilian government sector, it 
should consider standing up formal research and development organiza-
tions tasked with investigating AI safety across the entire government and 
commercial AI portfolio.
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Lesson #5: As a technology changes, so 
does the United States’ national interest 

The declining cost and complexity of bioweapons led the United States 
to change their bioweapons strategy from aggressive development to 
voluntary restraint.

Based on its own experience, the United States initially believed effective 
bioweapons were likely to be expensive, complicated and therefore only 
available to powerful states. During WWII, the United States spent $400 
million in 1945-dollars ($5.4 billion in 2017-dollars) on bioweapons, 
roughly one-fifth what was spent on the Manhattan project.105 Most of this 
funding went to R&D, since developing mass-production, storage, and 
effective dispersal methods proved technologically difficult. Biological 
weapons were seen to have significantly greater destructive capability 
per cost than chemical or conventional weapons,106 but bioweapons were 
perceived as only being available to the United States and other powerful 
nation-states. The U.S. pursued security through aggressive bioweapons 
development to underwrite effective deterrence.

By the late 1960s, however, technological progress raised the possibility 
that bioweapons could become comparable in destructive potential 
to nuclear weapons and could become available to weaker states that 
lacked the wealth and technological sophistication of nuclear weapons. 
Bioweapons had the potential to become “a poor man’s nuke” with an 
offense-dominant profile. The United States accordingly realized that its 
primary bioweapons threat was likely to come from unstable small states 
against which deterrence might not provide sufficient security. In order to 
shape global norms and arms control frameworks against bioweapons, the 
United States took the unprecedented step of unilaterally renouncing an 
entire category of weapons.

As the bioweapons case illustrates, the United States has a strategic 
interest in shaping the cost, complexity, and offense/defense balance 
profiles of strategic technologies. 
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The 1969 National Security Council position paper on biological weapons 
by Matthew Meselson concluded that “our major interest, is to keep other 
nations from acquiring them.”107 Improvements in technology that increased 
the destructive potential of bioweapons while reducing their cost could not 
strengthen the United States’ deterrent, which was already well supported by 
nuclear and conventional armaments, but it might give weak states or terror-
ists the ability to deter actions by the United States. Equally important, such 
actors might harm the United States unintentionally through contagious 
outbreaks. The United States unilaterally disarmed because it determined its 
primary interest to be in opposing the proliferation of biological weapons.

The broader point is that the United States has a strategic interest in the 
attributes of dominant military technologies: since the United States 
has a much larger economy and is much richer than its adversaries, it is 
better off if the most useful military/intelligence technologies are complex 
and expensive, so that only it and a minimal number of peers can afford 
them. The United States is also better off if the performance gap between 
expensive, state of the art systems and cheaper/older alternatives is very 
large and would take a long time and considerable resources to close the 
performance gap. 

As the case of stealth aircraft shows, strategic investments can some-
times allow the United States to affect the offense/defense balance in a 
field and build a long-lasting technological edge.  

Consider the case of stealth aircraft. During one 18-day period of the 1973 
Yom Kippur War, Soviet-made Surface-to-Air-Missile (SAM) batteries 
shot down 109 Israeli military aircraft. Since the Israeli Air Force used the 
most advanced U.S.-made aircraft and electronics, the U.S. military quickly 
determined that Soviet air defense capabilities were capable of decimating 
U.S./NATO offensive fighters and bombers.108 The United States then began a 
research and development program that ultimately resulted in the creation of 
stealth aircraft technology. With the introduction of the F-117 nighthawk in 
1981, stealth tipped the balance back in favor of the United States’ offensive 
capabilities. Perhaps most shocking in this story, several of the key under-
lying scientific breakthroughs that enabled stealth technology originated in 
1962 in the Soviet Union with research by Petr Ufimtsev, a physicist at the 
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Moscow Institute for Radio Engineering. English translations of Ufimtsev’s 
work were not available until 1971.109 Despite having a nine-year head start, 
and later an aggressive effort to replicate U.S. advances,110 the Soviet Union 
never successfully fielded stealth aircraft or developed radars that could 
reliably detect U.S. stealth aircraft. If the United States had never come across 
Ufimtsev’s breakthrough work, it is possible that the initial invention of 
stealth aircraft might not have occurred until decades later.

The United States should consider how it can shape the technological 
profile of military and intelligence applications of AI.

We have argued that the technological profile of AI has the potential to 
be a worst-case scenario from a technology-management perspective. 
However, while we view this as the most likely outcome, it is not an inevi-
table one. There is much the United States could do to make the situation 
better or worse. As just one example, the Department of Defense Strategic 
Capabilities Office is currently developing autonomous swarms of aerial 
micro-drones.111 As the United States pursues this sort of military AI 
research, it should ask whether this is likely to result in a capability that 
produces a sustainable military advantage for the United States or whether 
it is likely to accelerate the acquisition of similar capabilities by other 
countries. Given that aerial micro-drone swarms are also being evaluated 
by commercial and academic researchers, it may be that whatever advances 
this program produces can be easily replicated and that the United States 
is spending money that will ultimately accelerate a technological state of 
affairs that is worse than the current one. Of course, the program may 
also result in a breakthrough technological edge that is as decisive and 
long-lasting as stealth aircraft proved to be. 
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Part 3: Recommendations for 
Artificial Intelligence and 
National Security

Preserving U.S. Technological Leadership

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  1 : 

DoD should conduct AI-focused war games to 
identify potential disruptive military innovations.

Background: Disruptive innovation theory

Clay Christensen, a professor at Harvard Business School, has char-
acterized two different types of innovation: sustaining and disruptive. 
Sustaining innovation is where the locus of competition is on “making 
better products that can be sold for more money to attractive customers.”112 
In sustaining innovation competitions, the existing market leaders usually 
prevail. Disruptive innovation occurs when “the challenge is to commer-
cialize a simpler, more convenient product that sells for less money and 
appeals to a new or unattractive customer set.”113 In disruptive innovation, 
new competitors are likely to beat the incumbents. The disruptive and sus-
taining innovation pattern has been documented hundreds of times.114

Disruptive innovation theory applies to military domains.

Dr. Gautam Mukunda has observed that these disruptive innovation 
dynamics also occur in the military sphere,115 and we believe that they 
are likely to take place in the case of AI. The United States, as the world’s 
current leading military power, is analogous to the market incumbent: 
it competes through sustaining innovation, leveraging and improving 
the extraordinary military capabilities that it already possesses. Other 
countries and non-state actors—with smaller military budgets and less 
advanced technology—are analogous to the new competitors. They 
must consider how to innovate with far fewer existing advantages. The 
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improvised explosive device (IED) is a classic example of a disruptive 
military innovation.116 IEDs significantly increased the threat posed by 
insurgent groups in Iraq, even though they were significantly inferior to 
U.S. military technology. 

Advances in AI will enable new, disruptive innovations for military 
power.

To the United States, a $1,000 quadcopter drone might appear completely useless 
since its performance in nearly every sustaining category is inferior to that of 
existing military aircraft. To a small-power military or non-state actor, however, 
the drone might appear as an affordable means for acquiring desirable capabil-
ities that are otherwise too expensive, including reconnaissance or long-range 
delivery of explosives. As drones and other AI-related capabilities grow in capa-
bility and fall in price, the number of disruptive opportunities will increase.

Recommendation: The Department of Defense should fund war-gaming 
and red-team creative thinking exercises designed to identify how advances 
in AI might lead to disruptive military innovations that will threaten U.S. 
military advantages. Specifically, the United States should attempt to iden-
tify how AI-enabled capabilities might be useful to different types of actors: 
powerful nation-states, middle powers, and non-state actors. Once identi-
fied, DoD can develop investment strategies to counteract these threats and 
maintain the United States’ military leaership.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  2 :

DoD should fund diverse, long-term-focused 
strategic analyses on AI technology and its 
implications.

Beyond military war-games, the United States needs prolonged strategic 
thinking on AI and its implications, like the role the RAND Corpora-
tion played in assessing nuclear weapons strategy.

While this study draws heavily upon history for inspiration, there is much 
about AI technology that is unique and unprecedented. Determining the 
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correct path forward will require “war-games” not only for military strategy, 
but also for more complex policy decisions that involve economic, legal, cul-
tural, and technological considerations. Evaluating plausible scenarios, their 
desirability, and what the optimal response is will require sustained, long-
term strategic analyses of AI technology and its implications. We feel that the 
role played by the RAND Corporation for nuclear strategy during the Cold 
War is a useful comparison in this regard. RAND’s staff included hundreds 
of leading scientists, engineers, academics, and former practitioners. These 
individuals were trusted with sensitive information critical to understanding 
the nuclear problem, but they remained separate and independent from the 
government agencies that they advised. They could also serve as an indepen-
dent voice challenging the conventional wisdom and giving a second opinion 
before Congress and the executive branch.

Simply put, the U.S. government needs something like a RAND Corpo-
ration for AI. The amount of strategic thinking needed on this topic is 
immense. Of course, the Types of questions that demand substantive eval-
uation include, but are not limited to the following:

Mandatory IARPA Research Proposal Questions

• What is the first-mover advantage in developing AI technologies? Can 
fast-followers effectively compete?

• What commercial AI technologies are military “dual-use”?

• What investments in R&D could affect the offense/defense balance for 
military and intelligence AI applications? And what balance should the 
United States prefer in various military and intelligence domains

• What AI investments would likely extend the advantages of powerful 
states, as opposed to weak states or non-state actors?

• How will the growth of artificial intelligence capabilities affect the 
international balance of economic power?

• When might artificial general intelligence happen? How could the 
United States know when technology is getting close to general AI? 
How can the United States effectively plan for or try to affect how it 
happens?
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  3 :

DoD should prioritize AI R&D spending on areas that 
can provide sustainable advantages and mitigate 
key risks.

AI has the potential to enable many new types of low-cost, high-impact 
military technologies. Some of these may make DoD’s current invest-
ments unattractive.

Though the development timeline of many specific AI capabilities is 
unclear, AI has the potential to be a transformative military technology. 
Some of these future, AI-enabled capabilities will change the relative attrac-
tiveness of procurement and sustainment investments that the Department 
of Defense plans to make. For instance, the spending justification for some 
aircraft and naval platforms assumes that they will still have useful military 
capabilities decades hence. The amount of progress AI technology is poised 
to make over the next 10-20 years should lead the Department of Defense 
to revisit those assumptions. If swarms of autonomous, long-range, and 
low-cost kamikaze drones become available, for example, aircraft carriers 
as we know them may no longer be relevant to the conflicts of the future. 
If the United States has a strategic interest in extending the aircraft carrier’s 
military superiority for as long as possible, then it should be investing 
aggressively in technologies to defend against the threat of drone swarms. 
Moreover, it should limit spending on any technologies that threaten 
existing military advantages and that—once demonstrated—will be easily 
replicated by potential U.S. adversaries. Some military AI technologies that 
the United States develops may ultimately be more beneficial to its adver-
saries than to itself and its allies.

However, it may also be the case that by investing to extend the relevance 
of the United States’ existing advantages, it is merely wasting time and 
resources to fight inevitable technological progress in AI. Doing so may 
allow the United States’ pacing competitors to move first in developing and 
fielding disruptive technologies and to reduce the amount of time that the 
United States has in which to develop an effective change in approach.
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Determining which of these situations is the case and what is the optimal 
investment portfolio will be difficult and require constant reassessing 
as technology evolves. One of the key ways that a country expresses 
its strategy in peacetime is through choices of buying and researching 
weapons systems. As the Department of Defense develops its military and 
intelligence AI research agenda, it should consider what types of strategic 
outcomes it is seeking and how to avoid counterproductive “races to the 
bottom.” When evaluating research proposals, IARPA requires applicants 
to answer a series of questions, which are highly relevant to the sorts 
of questions that the United States should consider across its AI R&D 
portfolio:

• What is your estimate for how long it would take a major nation com-
petitor to weaponize this technology after they learn about it?

• What is your estimate for how long it would take a non-state terrorist 
group with resources like those of Al-Qaeda in the first decade of this 
century?

• If the technology is leaked, stolen, or copied, would we regret having 
developed it?

• How could the program be misinterpreted by foreign intelligence? Do 
you have any suggestions for reducing that risk?

• Can we develop defensive capabilities before offensive ones?

• Can the technology be made less prone to theft, replication and mass 
production? What intrinsic design features could create barriers to 
entry?

• What red-team activities could help answer these questions? Whose 
red team opinion would you particularly respect?
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  4 :

The U.S. defense and intel communities should 
invest in “counter-AI” capabilities for both offense 
and defense.

Machine learning-based systemsS have different strengths and weak-
nesses from traditional software development.

In traditional software development, programs are hand-coded as a long 
series of sequentially executed instructions. Machine learning is different. 
In a sense, the computer programs itself by applying an algorithm to a set 
of training data examples. With this different paradigm come different 
strengths, including a superior ability to analyze unstructured sensor data, 
and different weaknesses, including unpredictable behavior in response to 
data not found in the training data set.

Researchers have only just begun to explore the vulnerabilities and 
potentially exploitable aspects of machine learning-based systems, 
so-called “counter-AI.”

Recent research has made progress in identifying what sort of predictable 
and exploitable vulnerabilities exist within a machine learning system. For 
example, researchers at the University of Wyoming and Cornell University 
have demonstrated that adversaries with access to the training data of an 
image classification machine learning algorithm can apply transformations 
to any image that will cause the algorithm to predictably misclassify the 
result.117 This field of “counter-AI” is in its infancy but will take on increas-
ing importance going forward. 

The United States defense and intel communities should seek a leading 
position in “counter-AI” capabilities.

Machine learning is likely to be incorporated into a large and diverse set 
of systems over the coming decade. Much as the United States developed 
a leading capability in offensive cyber operations in the early days of the 

S Note: There are many different paradigms of machine learning. Most recent technological progress 
has been within the neurology-inspired connectionist paradigm, which includes Deep Learning.
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internet, it must now invest to develop capabilities that exploit vulnerabil-
ities in an adversary’s machine learning systems. At the same time, it must 
invest to secure its own systems against these same types of threats. Given 
the early stage of this research, it is probably best supported through grant-
based funding for academic institutions, but eventually research will need 
to be moved into the classified community.

Supporting Peaceful Use of AI Technology

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  5 : 

DARPA, IARPA, the Office of Naval Research, and 
the National Science Foundation should be given 
increased funding for AI-related basic research.

Skilled researchers with expertise in AI are in high demand. Many are leav-
ing academia for significantly higher salaries within the private sector. For 
instance, in 2015 a single company, Uber, hired 4 faculty and 35 technical 
staff away from Carnegie Mellon University’s Robotics Institute, part of the 
School of Computer Science, in one swoop. “How to retain people who are 
worth tens of millions of dollars to other organizations is causing my few 
remaining hairs to fall out” said department head Andrew Moore.118

This trend runs the risk that talent and information on cutting-edge AI 
research will be locked up by proprietary enterprises who do not view the 
national security community as a significant potential customer. Perhaps 
worse, poaching academic talent runs the risk of eating the AI “seed corn” 
of instructors who are desperately needed to train a much larger AI work-
force and causing the publicly funded research community to fall behind 
the corporate sector. 

To combat these trends, the U.S. government should increase funding for 
basic AI research at universities to ensure there are many more exciting and 
well-funded projects for instructors and students alike to collaborate on.
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  6 : 

DoD should release a Request for Information (RFI) 
on Dual-Use AI Capabilities.

As a General-Purpose Technology, AI will affect many areas of the 
commercial and military sectors. DoD should seek to determine 
what AI-capabilities (if any) are inherently military or inherently 
commercial.

AI is a broad field covering many areas. Some of these areas, such as the 
incorporation of AI into autonomous weapons, are likely to be inherently 
military in nature, while others are likely to be either dual-use or inher-
ently commercial. Since the commercial sector also has security needs, 
these distinctions are not easily resolvable. By releasing an RFI and holding 
hearings through the Defense Innovation Board, DoD should seek clar-
ity on these distinctions. A greater understanding of which aspects are 
inherently military or have relatively few civilian uses can then be used to 
inform future regulations on sensitive AI technology. This would assist the 
U.S. national security community in threading the needle between preserv-
ing military superiority and supporting the peaceful and commercial use of 
AI technology.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  7 : 

In-Q-Tel should be given additional resources 
to promote collaboration between the national 
security community and the commercial AI industry.

In-Q-Tel is a not-for-profit venture capital firm that invests in tech-
nology companies to promote links between these companies and the 
national security community  

In-Q-Tel has a proud history of making venture capital investments in 
companies that later go on both to make significant contributions in 
national security and to find success in the private sector. Though its full 
budget is not public, public estimates of In-Q-Tel’s annual budget are in the 
range of $120 million.119 This is a drop in the bucket compared to the more 
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than $75 billion of annual venture capital funding that occurs in the United 
States.120 Venture capital is an increasingly important source of U.S. R&D 
funding for groundbreaking technological areas such as AI. Given that 
U.S. Government Defense and Intelligence spending is more than 3.5% of 
GDP, In-Q-Tel should comprise more than 0.0016% of annual U.S. venture 
capital investment.T 

These investments should go toward firms interested in pursuing both 
commercial and national security customers.

Most experts in the field believe that leading AI companies are primarily 
and in many cases exclusively serving commercial, non-defense custom-
ers. It is unrealistic to believe that the national security community will 
be a primary source of revenue for most of these firms. Where possible, 
the government should seek to ensure that promising startups are also 
pursuing relevant opportunities in the government space. These venture 
investments should therefore include companies whose primary market 
orientation is commercial, so long as they also have the strong potential to 
contribute to the government mission.

T In-Q-Tel is not the only source of venture capital for defense and intelligence-focused firms, since 
firms can also seek funds from traditional VC sources. Nevertheless, In-Q-Tel’s relationship with the 
classified community means that it plays a critical, unique, and highly beneficial role.
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Mitigating Catastrophic Rsk

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  8 : 

The National Security Council, the Defense 
Department,  and the State Department should 
study what AI applications, if any, the United States 
should seek to restrict with treaties.

While it is highly unlikely that all military and intelligence applications 
of AI could be restricted via treaty, there may be certain AI applications 
that powerful states can agree to not develop and deploy.

Arms control treaties are a difficult and imperfect instrument, but they have 
been helpful in reducing the risks posed by military technologies. Treaties 
limiting nuclear testing, banning development of certain classes of nuclear 
weapons, and banning of biological weapons use and development all played 
a significant role in reducing risk. The future applications of AI are uncertain, 
but even now there may be areas where treaties can be helpful in mitigating 
future risk. For instance, states can hopefully all agree that entrusting strate-
gic nuclear weapons to the control of AI “dead man’s switches” would run a 
tremendous and highly unjustified risk. The current moment, in which the 
competitive pressures to develop military AI systems are more distant, is the 
proper time to consider what capabilities the U.S. should seek to restrict or 
ban via treaty. The United States should also establish a government-wide 
policy on autonomous weapons systems that can harmonize policy across 
military and intelligence agencies and also be incorporated into the United 
States’ stance in diplomatic discussions about AI.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  9 : 

DoD and the Intelligence Community should 
establish dedicated AI-safety organizations.

The National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan 
established a strong agenda for research into AI-safety, covering improving 
explainability and transparency, building trust, and enhancing verification 
and validation.121 These are the right priorities, but it is a separate task to 
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ensure that research findings on AI safety are effectively incorporated into 
the plans, systems, and activities of the national security community. As 
the experience with nuclear weapons shows, establishing dedicated safety 
organizations is critical to ensuring that safety is given its due against 
the sometimes (though less often than is argued) competing interest of 
performance. 

Establishing formal AI-safety organizations at DoD and the relevant Intel-
ligence agencies would serve three purposes. First, these organizations can 
serve as a shared resource for learning about best practices and the latest 
research on AI-safety. Second, they can serve as a champion of safety as 
a priority in bureaucratic politics. Third, they could serve as an effective 
point of interface with private, outside groups.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  1 0 : 

DARPA should fund research on fail-safe and  
safety-for-performance technology for AI-systems. 

One difference between the U.S. nuclear submarine community, which 
had a spotless nuclear safety record, and the U.S. nuclear weapons pro-
gram, which did not, is that safety is an inherent requirement for high 
performance on a nuclear submarine. If a nuclear submarine is a danger 
to its crew or itself, it is significantly less likely to achieve its mission. With 
nuclear weapons, some safety measures might decrease the chance of 
mission success if they make it more likely that the bomb will fail to deto-
nate during an attack. This justification was used successfully for decades 
by Strategic Air Command leadership to refuse the introduction of even 
commonsense safety measures such as placing a combination lock on each 
weapon.

Applying the lesson of the remarkable safety record of the nuclear subma-
rine community to AI, DoD should fund DARPA to investigate approaches 
and technologies that can simultaneously increase safety and performance 
in the development and fielding of AI-enabled systems. The goal should be 
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to give future developers a strong, performance-based incentive to pursue 
safety, rather than merely directives and requirements to do so.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N  1 1 : 

NIST and the NSA should explore  
options for countering AI-enabled forgery.

AI-enabled forgery will challenge Command and Control organizations 
and increase the threat of social engineering hacks for all organizations. 

See Part 1 for a full explanation.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the 
National Security Agency (NSA) should explore technology options for 
limiting the effectiveness of AI-enabled video and audio forgery.

Just as there are some (admittedly imperfect) technological solutions that 
attempt to prevent image software like Photoshop from being used to 
counterfeit money, there may be technological solutions that can mitigate 
the worst impacts of AI-enabled forgery. For instance, cameras could be 
designed that would hash encrypted video files in a block chain. This would 
not prevent later editing and forgery, but it would allow definitive, cryp-
tographically secured evidence that a given version of a video or audio file 
existed at a given date. Though lay people would still struggle to know the 
truth, this might allow sophisticated investigators to definitively confirm that 
at least some versions were edited, since their hash date would be later than 
the original. This is but one potential research avenue to limit the impact of 
AI-enabled forgery. There may be significantly better alternatives discovered 
later. Regardless, the worst-case scenarios for widely available audio and 
video forging technology indicates that both technical and regulatory options 
should be explored. While NIST and the NSA are the best leads for this type 
of activity, it may make sense to support research through other organiza-
tions such as the National Science Foundation and DARPA.
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Conclusion

We stand at an inflection point in technology. The pace of change for 
Artificial Intelligence is advancing much faster than experts had predicted. 
These advances will bring profound benefits to humanity as AI systems 
help tackle tough problems in medicine, the environment and many other 
areas. However, this progress also entails risks. The implications of AI for 
national security become more profound with each passing year. In this 
project, we have sought to characterize just how extensive these implica-
tions are likely to be in coming years. 

We find that AI is likely to display some, if not all, of the most challenging 
aspects of prior transformative military technologies. In examining how 
national security policymakers responded to these prior technologies we 
agree with Scott Sagan, who pointed out that our forebears performed 
worse than we had known but better perhaps than we should have 
expected. The challenges they faced were tremendous.122

Unfortunately, AI has the potential to be every bit as fraught with risk 
as these prior cases, perhaps more so given the speed of technological 
progress and the more complicated relationship between government 
and industry in the current era. Though we are encouraged by the bevy 
of high-quality AI reports that have been released in the past few years, 
we find that they are somewhat hampered by conservatism. In this work, 
we sought to honestly characterize the AI revolution as revolutionary, not 
merely different. The government will need to be ambitious to respond 
effectively. 
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Appendix:  
Transformative National Security 
Technology Case Studies

Case Study #1: Nuclear Technology

History

The concept of nuclear-powered superweapons that would transform 
warfare was discussed by scientific and political elites for decades prior 
to the weapons’ creation.

The possibility of using radioactive material to produce super-powerful 
bombs was raised in popular science fiction as early as 1914. That year, 
H.G. Wells’ novel The World Set Free described “atomic bombs” made from 
uranium dropped from planes that “would continue to explode indefi-
nitely” thereby destroying whole cities in a world war to come.123 Wells was 
friends with many of the preeminent scientists and politicians of the day, 
including Winston Churchill, and his idea was well known among elite 
scientific and political circles.124 

Starting in 1939, the United States government committed extraordi-
nary financial, organizational, and human resources to nuclear weapons 
research and production.

The possibility of a technology capable of winning the war for whichever 
country developed it first was enough to justify unprecedented expense. 
After getting fully underway in 1942, the Manhattan Project’s three-year 
cost of $2 billion (in 1940’s dollars) comprised nearly 1% of 1945 U.S. 
GDP.125 The government enlisted many of the world’s leading scientists, 
engineers, and mathematicians, both American and foreign, for the Man-
hattan project. 
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Extraordinary levels of spending and commitment of national resources 
to nuclear technology continued for many decades afterward. From 
1947-1952, spending on nuclear weapons averaged 30% of total defense 
spending,126 which in 1952 was 15% of U.S. GDP.127 From 1940 to 1996, 
11% of total government spending was related to nuclear weapons.

Table 4. U.S. Government Spending by Function, 1940-96128

Billions 
($1996)

Nuclear Weapons and Infrastructure $5,821.0

Building the bomb $409.4

Deploying the bomb $3,241.0

Targeting and controlling the bomb $831.1

Defending against the bomb $937.2

Dismantling the bomb $31.1

Nuclear waste management and environmental remediation $365.1

Victims of U.S. nuclear weapons $2.1

Nuclear secrecy $3.1

Congressional oversight of nuclear weapons programs $0.9

Non-Nuclear National Defense $13,213.0

All Other Government $32,523.0

  

Total National defense $19,034.0

% Nuclear 31%

  

Total Government Spending $51,557.0

% Nuclear 11%
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Nuclear weapons were immediately and widely seen as a game-changing 
technology, and the U.S. national security community transformed to 
adjust to the implications.

After WWII, the United States continued to devote ever-increasing 
resources to nuclear weapons. By 1948, the U.S. had enough parts for 56 
atom bombs.129 By 1950, that figure had increased to 300.130 In 1967 the size 
of the U.S. nuclear arsenal peaked at 31,255 nuclear warheads.131 

In 1952, the United States tested its first nuclear fusion device which, like 
the fission bomb, was the result of a crash research and development effort 
personally approved by the U.S. President. Nuclear weapons were the 
central basis of military power for the Truman and Eisenhower presiden-
cies, which dramatically reduced the size of conventional military forces 
in favor of nuclear-capable bombers, artillery, and other weapons. The 
Department of Defense under both Presidents developed war plans that 
called for extensive use of nuclear weapons.

Key Technology Aspects

Destructive potential: Very high

The destructive power of nuclear weapons is immense, assured, and 
easily demonstrated. Skeptical adversaries rely on intelligence and analysis 
of performance in exercises and hostile engagements to accurately assess 
of an adversary’s conventional military capability. With nuclear weapons, 
however, the destructive capability from even a single weapon test is 
both immense and obvious, as the fission bomb attacks on Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki—bombs a thousand times less powerful than later fusion 
bombs—proved. 
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Cost profile: Very high

Developing nuclear weapons required a significant portion of total gov-
ernment financial capacity of the first five nuclear weapons states and 
remains expensive today.

As mentioned above, the United States spent a significant portion of its 
total government budget on nuclear weapons. Though limited data is 
available, estimates from academics and intelligence agencies suggest that 
the financial burden of developing nuclear weapons was even greater for 
the Soviet Union (despite having gathered helpful espionage from the 
United States) and for China.132 In more recent decades, both Iraq133 and 
North Korea134 are each estimated to have spent billions to develop atomic 
weapons. 

Technical complexity profile: Very high

Development of nuclear technology requires advanced scientific and 
engineering knowledge.

Lack of availability of weapons-grade material and the expertise on how to 
refine uranium ore into weapons-grade nuclear fuel are the most important 
barriers to nuclear proliferation. In the early stages, development of nuclear 
fuel manufacturing required the involvement of many of the world’s fore-
most scientists and engineers. In 1964, China, whose scientists lacked deep 
expertise in underlying technologies, nevertheless succeeded in testing 
a nuclear weapon, but they might not have been able to do so without 
having received critical technical assistance from the Soviet Union from 
1955-1959.135 

Today the development of the lowest-tech, lowest-yield nuclear bombs is 
within the technical capability of many states.136 
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Military/Civil Dual-Use Potential: High

Nuclear technology has important civilian and commercial applications 
in energy and medicine, but both carry significant risks of nuclear 
proliferation.

In the United States, 20 percent of electricity is generated from nuclear 
power plants. Some countries rely on nuclear for significantly more. 
Nuclear power facilities are either government controlled or heavily regu-
lated due to the risks of nuclear accident, terrorism, and due to the use of 
nuclear energy technology in weapons development. 

Radioactive nuclear materials have important medical applications in 
the diagnosis and treatment of diseases, especially cancer. Many of these 
nuclear medicine applications and technologies were invented by govern-
ment scientists at laboratories that also conducted nuclear weapons R&D. 
Radiopharmaceuticals are frequently produced using weapons-grade ura-
nium, and the production of radiopharmaceuticals could be a significant 
source of nuclear terrorism and nuclear proliferation risk.137

Difficulty of Espionage and Monitoring: Moderate

Shortly after the original development of nuclear technology, advances 
in aerospace reconnaissance and radioactive tracing made nuclear mon-
itoring generally effective. 

Thanks to aircraft and satellite overflights, combined with human intel-
ligence and Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), the U.S. and its allies detected 
every nuclear weapons program before completion of development. How-
ever, in some cases, facilities were under construction or even operational 
for years before they were detected.138 
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Government Management Approach 

The U.S. government responded aggressively to the challenges presented 
by nuclear technology, creating new civilian and military agencies, 
forming extensive partnerships with the private and non-profit sectors, 
and devoting tremendous resources.

Immediately following the Manhattan Project, those organizations created 
to enable it were made permanent and were augmented by many new 
ones comprising what would later become today’s Department of Energy. 
National laboratories were transferred from military to civilian control 
under the newly formed Atomic Energy Commission, which was given 
significant authority to regulate the entire nuclear domain. These labs 
were government-owned but were run in partnerships with academia and 
industry. For example, Sandia National Lab was managed and operated by 
AT&T corporation. 

Nuclear weapons and national security was the single most important 
political issue following WWII and was subject to uniquely high levels 
of political and media scrutiny.

Congress established the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic 
Energy less than a year after the bombing of Hiroshima. The Committee 
was given unprecedented legislative powers, including the ability to veto 
executive actions in advance, to demand information from and assistance 
from executive agency personnel, to authorize legislation without a vote 
by the full House and Senate, and (to some extent) to disregard spending 
limits from other laws.139 Moreover, the Committee was staffed by some 
of the most senior and most powerful Representatives and Senators from 
both political parties.

The media paid close attention to developments in nuclear weapons, 
including technological developments and government actions. The 
media’s efforts were hampered, however, by government secrecy and the 
repeated willingness of government officials to lie about incidents involving 
nuclear weapons for the goal of national security.140
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Results of The Government’s Management Approach 

Preserving U.S. Military Technological Leadership: Partial Success 

The United States was the first country to acquire an atomic bomb and 
maintained a significant edge in nuclear armaments throughout the first 
three decades after their invention. The United States had more mega-ton-
nage of nuclear warheads and more ways to deliver them through at 
least 1972, at which point both superpowers were capable of unilaterally 
destroying the world’s cities many times over. 

The United States also developed nuclear powered submarines four years 
earlier than the Soviet Union. Moreover, U.S. nuclear submarines and 
later nuclear powered surface ships had significantly better safety and 
performance records than not only their Soviet counterparts,141 but also the 
commercial nuclear power plants in the United States and elsewhere.142

The primary blemishes on this record are the failure of the U.S. nuclear 
community to prevent the unintentional transfers of its nuclear secrets to 
both its adversaries and allies. Soviet spies infiltrated the Manhattan Proj-
ect early and stole material that accelerated their development of nuclear 
weapons by years.143 One of the first Soviet atomic bomber designs was an 
inch-for-inch reverse engineered design of a captured U.S. B-29 bomber, 
the same type as the Enola Gay.144 Later, the John Walker spy ring, active 
from 1967 through 1985, successfully gave the Soviet Union access to huge 
numbers of highly sensitive U.S. documents, including many secrets related 
to the nuclear submarine fleet and the operations of U.S. nuclear forces.145

However, it is unclear that the United States’ achievement of nuclear supe-
riority brought it safety. During the Cuban Missile Crisis, the United States 
had a nuclear arsenal seventeen times as large as that of the Soviet Union. 
However, the deterrent effect of this was reduced since tactical nukes in 
Cuba were under local control of Soviet forces in Cuba. Leaders of these 
forces stated after the end of the Cold War that their plan was to retaliate 
with nuclear weapons in the event of a conventional U.S. invasion of Cuba. 
Robert McNamara has stated that the U.S. leadership made all its decisions 
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during the crisis under the false assumption that Cuban nuclear forces 
were under direct Kremlin control.146

Supporting Peaceful Use of Nuclear Technology: Partial Success

After the Manhattan Project, scientists and resources were directed toward 
the possibility of generating electricity using nuclear energy, primarily for 
naval vessels.147 For the first eight years after Hiroshima, nuclear power 
technology was considered too dangerous to be outside government con-
trol. The Atomic Energy Act of 1946 explicitly banned patents on nuclear 
technology not exclusively owned by the government.148 

The Eisenhower administration reversed this policy in 1953 and began 
promoting civilian and commercial use of nuclear technology. The gov-
ernment declassified important aspects of nuclear technology to allow 
nongovernmental use and reinstated private patent authority. Those 
companies in the private sector defense industry that were involved in the 
design of nuclear propulsion systems for submarines, e.g. General Electric 
and Westinghouse, were encouraged to invest and develop commercial 
nuclear power.149 Additionally, Eisenhower’s “Atoms for Peace” program 
encouraged American companies to develop commercial nuclear power 
in other countries, which became an important U.S. export industry and 
helped secure American leadership in commercial nuclear technology for 
several decades. 

While the policy did result in benefits, the changes were less significant 
than expected. Changes in the power industry are a lengthy process, how-
ever, and nuclear power did not comprise a significant portion of overall 
U.S. electricity generation until the mid-1970s.150 Nor did the nuclear 
power industry ever achieve its most boastful promises, such as the 1954 
public claim by Atomic Energy Commission Chairman Lewis Strauss that 
nuclear power would bring “electrical energy too cheap to meter” within a 
single generation.151 

Additionally, advocates of exporting peaceful nuclear energy underes-
timated the risks of proliferation. India, for example, acquired its first 
nuclear weapons using plutonium from a reactor built with Canadian and 
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United States assistance, which they had previously promised would be 
used for exclusively peaceful purposes.152

Mitigating Catastrophic Risks of Nuclear Technology: Partial Failure

After the bombing of Nagasaki, the world did not experience a single 
nuclear weapons attack or a single unintentional nuclear detonation of an 
atomic bomb. We feel, however, that characterizing this record as a success 
would be inaccurate due to the high number of near misses of both acci-
dental nuclear war and accidental nuclear detonation. This is not intended 
to be unduly critical of the organizations charged with managing the U.S. 
nuclear arsenal. Their mandate to deliver perfect readiness and perfect 
safety was uniquely difficult. 

1. The United States experienced numerous nuclear weapons accidents, 
many of which were near misses that did result in significant release of 
radioactive material and could have resulted in full nuclear or thermonu-
clear explosions. 
 
A report compiled by the Nuclear Safety Department of Sandia National 
Laboratory found that between 1950 and 1968, no fewer than 1,200 
nuclear weapons were involved in “significant” incidents and accidents. 
This number undercounts the true number of accidents by potentially 
as much as half, since the military did not keep accurate records on the 
subject until 1959.153 This number includes relatively minor accidents but 
also includes nearly catastrophic ones such as the dropping of two armed 
thermonuclear warheads on Faro North Carolina in which every safety 
mechanism failed except for one, a safety switch which itself was later 
found to have failed in dozens of other, separate instances.  
 
The accident in North Carolina is but one of a terrifying record. After 
surveying the record of nuclear close calls, we agree with former Sec-
retary of Defense Robert McNamara that the absence of a catastrophic 
nuclear weapons accident can be attributed to luck at least as much as 
to well-designed technological and procedural safeguards.154 This is 
especially compelling when the nuclear weapons record is compared 
with the failure-free performance of the nuclear submarine community.
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2. The United States conducted nuclear weapons tests and deployed nuclear 
weapons without adequate evaluations of the risks.  
 
As is famously known, some of the senior scientists involved in the 
invention of the first atomic bomb were at least modestly concerned 
that it would cause a chain reaction igniting all the nitrogen in the 
atmosphere and thereby end all life on Earth. The program’s leaders 
conducted the test anyway.  
 
Later, the scientists who conducted the first thermonuclear weapons 
test were astonished at the quantity and spread of deadly radioactive 
fallout over hundreds of miles around the testing zone, which vastly 
exceeded their experience with fission weapons and even their worst-
case expectations for fusion weapons.155  
 
The nuclear program leadership’s willingness to conduct these tests—in 
the absence of confidence about nuclear testing’s effect on the atmo-
sphere and without having imagined the risks from thermonuclear 
fallout—is strong evidence of their prioritizing technological progress 
over mitigating risk from their ignorance of nuclear outcomes. They 
were more concerned with mitigating the risk of deterrence failure.

3. Even where the risks of using nuclear weapons were clear, the responsible 
institutions repeatedly failed to implement needed safety measures due 
to cost concerns, biases towards destructive reliability over safety, and 
political infighting. 
 
The first report on increasing nuclear weapons safety, authored by the 
Pentagon’s Armed Forces Special Weapons Project, was not initiated 
until the middle of July 1957, more than twelve years after American 
warplanes began carrying them over U.S. soil.156 The report found that 
nuclear weapons were highly vulnerable to accidental detonations from 
mechanical failure, human error, or malicious intent. The report was 
circulated at the highest levels of Pentagon leadership and suggested 
badly needed changes to the designs of existing and future nuclear 
weapons as well as the procedures surrounding their use. However, the 
responsible organizations resisted the needed steps. Even though most 
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of the recommendations in this and other safety reports would later be 
implemented, in general the fixes took decades or more to make the 
transition between the identification of serious risk and implementa-
tion of a resolution plan.157 

4. The United States’ senior leadership did not always understand the extent 
to which they were not in control of every aspect of the nuclear arsenal. 
 
The United States’ nuclear forces were massive networks of disparate orga-
nizations responsible for training and managing hundreds of thousands 
of individuals and tens of thousands of weapons systems over multiple 
decades. To its credit, U.S. Strategic Air Command (SAC), which had prin-
cipal responsibility for the operations of the airborne nuclear arsenal in the 
atomic age’s first decades, created a strong culture of reliability and structured 
discipline.158 Nevertheless, these procedures often failed to anticipate key 
challenges in nuclear technology management during real-world crises. For 
example, in the middle of the Cuban Missile Crisis, a previously planned 
ICBM test launch was conducted completely unbeknownst to the President 
and other leaders and despite the possibility that any launch might be 
interpreted by the Soviet Union as the beginning of a full scale nuclear first 
strike.159 This is but one failure. The Union of Concerned Scientists maintains 
a list of more than a dozen declassified high-risk incidents.160

5. The United States transferred custody of nuclear weapons 
 
The United States transferred custody of nuclear weapons to NATO 
allies with inadequate security precautions and failed to sufficiently 
supervise their activity. 
 
A 1960 Congressional investigation into U.S. owned nuclear weapons 
stored in NATO countries found frightening evidence of nuclear 
mismanagement. In the case of Italy numerous nuclear missiles were 
guarded by a single U.S. soldier with a handgun and the launch key tied 
around his neck. During that period, the Italian Communist Party was 
actively supported by the Soviet Union and was popular in the region 
where the nuclear weapons were stored.161 Security for U.S. nuclear 
weapons in Turkey were even worse.162
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Case Study #2: Aerospace Technology

History

Military aviation began with the use of balloon airships in Europe in 
the late 1700s, but lack of steering and logistical challenges limited their 
effective use to reconnaissance and communications for a century.

Balloon technology, invented in France in 1783, was quickly recognized 
as a useful technology for military reconnaissance and saw extended use 
in conflicts such as the Napoleonic wars, the U.S. Civil War, and the Fran-
co-Prussian War. By the 1880s most European armies had dedicated corps 
of balloon engineers. During this time, optimism grew about potential 
offensive capabilities of future balloons.163 Both the American and the 
European balloon and later airplane industries viewed governments as 
their primary prospective customer from the earliest days of flight onward.

Science fiction of the late 1800s routinely described futures with cannon 
and bomb-armed airships.

Popular science fiction from Jules Verne’s Clipper of the Clouds (1873) 
and Albert Robida’s War in the Twentieth Century made aircraft engaging 
in dogfights and dropping bombs on populated cities a well-known con-
cept long before technology made it possible. Military theorists such as 
Giulio Douhet and inventors such as Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin were 
counseling generals that technology would make such envisioned futures 
inevitable.164 

Fears of aerial bombing led to an international treaty banning the use 
of weaponized airships, but voluntary restraint was quickly abandoned 
and did not stop air war in WWI.

At an international arms control conference of 1899, Czar Nicholas II 
successfully lobbied for a “prohibition of the discharge of any kind of 
projectile or explosive from balloons or by similar means.” The ban lasted 
five years and was observed by all the European great powers. The second 
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Hague conference of 1907 addressed renewing the ban but failed. Every 
European belligerent’s capital (save Rome) was bombed from the air.165

Key Technology Aspects

Destructive potential: Moderate

Individual aircraft carrying conventional explosives can cause damage, but 
only in vast quantities do aircraft pose a threat remotely comparable to 
nuclear weapons. The real destructive risk in aerospace technology comes 
not from individual aircraft, but from air forces. A nation faces existential 
risk from conventional aerospace technology only in the possibility that 
a military opponent with superior capability will repeatedly bomb it with 
large fleets, as happened to Germany and Japan in World War II and Iraq 
in the Gulf War. 

Cost profile: Initially low, then high

Today’s military aircraft cost millions or billions of dollars per unit, 
but in the first few decades after invention, cutting-edge aircraft were 
affordable for affluent civilians. 

During World War 1, the main U.S. fighter aircraft cost a little more than 
ten times the price of a civilian car. By 1945, fighter aircraft were roughly 
50 times as much as a new civilian car166 while advanced bombers were 
more than 650 times as costly. To research, design, and build the B-29 
bomber, the U.S. government spent $3.7 billion (in 1945 terms), nearly 
twice the amount spent on the Manhattan Project.167

Technical complexity profile: Initially moderate, then high

Aerospace technology attracted some of the best scientific and engineering 
minds from its beginning. Early military aircraft were straightforward 
enough that car and even bicycle mechanics could build and modify them. 
By World War II, however, aircraft cost and complexity had ballooned to 
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the point where only the most sophisticated organizations could push the 
state of the art.

Military/Civil Dual-Use Potential: High

Through World War II, there was minimal difference between commer-
cial and military aircraft technology, and significant overlap with other 
scientific and industrial sectors.

After World War I, Germany was banned from producing military aircraft. 
The enforcers of the peace treaty faced major challenges in that perfor-
mance requirements for military and commercial aircraft were essentially 
identical. In Europe, one of the first commercial airlines built its passenger 
service business using reconfigured WWI bombers.168

In terms of manufacturing and industrial requirements, the aircraft indus-
try also shared many similar needs with other industries, especially the 
automobile industry. In both the first and second World Wars, automobile 
manufacturers reconfigured their plants to build engines, other systems 
and even whole military aircraft.169

Difficulty of Espionage and Monitoring: High

Commercial aerospace facilities require similar talent and equipment 
to the military aerospace facilities and are not especially amenable to 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) monitoring.

For a large portion of the 20th century, there was significant overlap 
between military aerospace R&D and manufacturing and general commer-
cial industry, such as the automobile industry. This dual-use issue made it 
difficult to monitor military aerospace development programs, except for 
rocketry. 
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Government Management Approach

The U.S. government has always played a very active role in the aero-
space market: providing R&D support, acting as an anchor customer, 
and developing regulations and standards to enforce use of safety-en-
hancing technologies and procedures. 

Research and development support: Congress established the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) as part of the Naval Appro-
priation bill in 1915. NACA, which ultimately evolved into the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), began small but grew rap-
idly into the primary government aerospace research institution, complete 
with its own national laboratory in 1917—one of the first U.S. government 
laboratories in any scientific discipline. Research produced and shared 
by NACA, especially related to its wind tunnel technology, had a critical 
impact on the success of the U.S. aircraft industry improving performance 
and safety.170 NACA also played an important role in visiting aerospace 
companies and researchers in Europe and disseminating their latest 
advances to U.S. companies. The Army and Navy established Aircraft Tech-
nical Boards to draw up requirements and assist the industry in meeting 
military needs. Later, the military established their own laboratories and 
funded significant research and development at both academic institutions 
and private contractors. Such approaches are standard now, but they were 
revolutionary at the time. 

Acting as an anchor customer: Military orders in World War I led to an 
explosion in aircraft demand. Annual U.S. aircraft production exploded from 
411 in 1916 to 14,000 in 1918, employing a reported 175,000 personnel in the 
process.171 Demand crashed after the war’s end and by 1923 was again below 
1916 levels, causing many firms to go under. The government responded 
by passing the Air Mail act of 1925. This made commercial companies 
responsible for government air mail delivery operations, thereby providing 
stable revenues for aircraft manufacturers and operators and allowing them 
to reach sustainable scale economies and to compete successfully in com-
mercial markets.172 Though the aircraft industry remained tiny compared to 
the automobile industry, it did not collapse despite weak demand and strong 
European competition following the WWI. 
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Table 5. Annual U.S. Aircraft Production173

Year Total Military Civilian

1913 43 14 29

1918 14,020 13,991 29

1923 743 687 56

1928 4,346 1,219 3,127

1933 1,324 466 858

1938 3,623 1,800 1,823

1943 85,433 85,433 0

1948 9,838 2,536 7,302

1953 13,112 8,978 4,134

1958 10,938 4,078 6,860

1963 10,143 1,970 8,173

1968 19,362 4,440 14,922

1973 15,952 1,243 14,709

Regulation and standardization: The early air industry suffered from high 
rates of costly crashes and fatalities that frightened customers and ruined 
company finances. The government played an important role in addressing 
this problem with the Air Commerce Act of 1926. The Act required that 
pilots be trained and licensed, developed uniform standards for safety 
among both manufacturers and operators, and funded the development 
of a safety infrastructure. This was all supervised by a new aviation branch 
of the Department of Commerce, which would later evolve into today’s 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).174 Once this agency got underway 
in 1928, crash rates, though still unacceptable by today’s standards, made 
continuous progress each year. 

Table 6. Air transportation Safety175

Year Fatalities per Airline Passengers Carried 

1930 1 per 50,000

1950 1 per 100,000

2012 1 per 9,900,000
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The modern air transport regulatory complex represents the effective 
implementation of more than a century of technological and process 
wisdom for maximizing safety. Each commercial airline crash or major 
problem is investigated thoroughly by both industry and government 
officials, after which, procedures and technologies are implemented to 
minimize the risk of that specific crash cause occurring a second time. 

During WWII aerospace technology and operations became one of the 
primary activities of the U.S. military and government. Aerospace tech-
nology became nearly synonymous with modern national power.

In 1941, the Army Air Corps was renamed the Army Air Force, a unit that 
grew so large and vital that it ultimately became an independent service 
branch, co-equal with the Army and the Navy. The Navy, for its part, also 
acquired significant aerospace capabilities to use aircraft carriers and to 
execute combined air/sea operations. During and after World War II, mil-
lions of American military service members and civilian support personnel 
were involved in conducting military and intelligence operations that were 
enabled by aerospace technology. The scale of these activities was colossal, 
comprising a significant portion of overall U.S. GDP. Air superiority and 
air power would be foundational goals for U.S. military strategy and opera-
tions from WWII onward.

Despite heavy government involvement in the aerospace industry, the 
U.S. Aircraft industry remained fundamentally undergirded by the 
American economic model of capitalism and free enterprise.

The U.S. government played a more interventionist role in aircraft than 
in most other industrial sectors. Yet, even during the height of World 
War II and the Cold War, the U.S. government generally did not engage 
in aerospace production directly through government organizations or 
state-owned companies. These activities were left to private firms who 
competitively bid for government production contracts. 
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Additionally, the United States encouraged the commercialization of mil-
itary aerospace technologies. For instance, the digital computer industry 
received significant early support from defense organizations who needed 
computer chips for their guided missile avionics. This commercialization 
allowed producers to expand to new markets outside of aerospace, which 
in turn allowed them to reach even greater economies of scale and reduce 
costs for aerospace customers.

During WWII and the Cold War, the United States engaged in indus-
trial espionage on behalf of its military aerospace companies: 

Where U.S. intelligence agencies uncovered superior foreign aerospace 
technologies, these were shared with government defense contractors who 
could incorporate these advances into their own designs. The longstanding, 
official U.S. policy on industrial espionage is not to engage in it in outside 
of national security industries, but U.S. defense aerospace companies have 
long benefitted from industrial espionage.176

At times, the United States government implemented major changes in 
the overall American economy and education system, based on its goals 
for the aerospace industry.

During World War II, the industrial production agencies of the U.S. gov-
ernment developed prioritization quota systems for different raw materials, 
such that different industries received the quantities they needed to meet 
their production targets. In this regard, aerospace was no different from 
other wartime industries such as tank or ship manufacturing, although 
aerospace often has unique requirements, such as exotic materials. 

During the Cold War, the U.S. government showed a continued willingness 
to reorient the nation’s economy around improving aerospace industry 
competitiveness. Soviet advances in rocketry, as demonstrated by the 
launch of the Sputnik satellite, directly led to major reforms in the Amer-
ican education system with the National Defense Education Act of 1958. 
The Act provided annually one billion dollars of federal funding to Ameri-
can schools to expand and improve science and engineering education.177
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Results of the Government’s Management Approach 

Preserving U.S. Military Technological Leadership: Success  

Much of the 20th century can be accurately summed up as an aerospace 
arms race. The United States was not always the clear, unambiguous leader. 
For example, the U.S. never fielded a U.S.-designed airplane in WWI, and 
the U.S. was notably behind Germany and the United Kingdom in early 
jet engine technology. However, The United States set the pace in many 
technological and operational domains and generally caught up rapidly 
in those instances when an adversary jumped ahead with a technological 
breakthrough. Though European aerospace industries had an edge during 
World War One and immediately prior to World War Two, the United 
States’ overall record is best in class. The U.S. was first to invent the air-
plane in the early 1900s, first to cross the Atlantic in the late 1920s, and first 
to the moon in the 1960s. Even in the most famous instances of the United 
States being behind in aerospace—the early days of the Space Race—the 
deficit was less severe than is popularly imagined. When the Soviets were 
first to launch an uncrewed satellite in 1957, the United States matched the 
accomplishment just 14 weeks later. By 1961, the United States successfully 
launched their human spaceflight capsule a week prior to Yuri Gagarin’s 
first human spaceflight. Had that uncrewed capsule carried a human, 
which it successfully could have, the U.S. would have had the first human 
in space. Later, the United States decisively proved aerospace leadership 
with the Apollo moon program. The U.S. government’s technological man-
agement approach helped it in building the world’s leading military and 
commercial aerospace industry.

Supporting Peaceful Use of Aerospace Technology: Success

Since there was such a significant overlap between civilian and military 
aerospace technology in the first four decades after the invention of the 
airplane, the strong performance mentioned above was replicated in the 
commercial sphere. After WWII, the United States emerged as the clear 
winner in building commercial aircraft for the rapidly growing market 
in air transportation. The Soviet Union, with less effect, used politics to 
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pressure its allies and clients to buy Soviet airplanes wherever the USSR 
held sufficient sway.178 

  Mitigating Catastrophic Risks of Aerospace Technology: Success

Catastrophic risk in aerospace is very different from that of nuclear 
weapons. Rather than a single nuclear device being responsible for the 
death of millions, aerospace’s primary risks are the small (compared to 
nuclear) loss of life incidents from airplane crashes. As mentioned above, 
the government’s approach to reducing the risks of civilian and military 
air transportation has been spectacularly successful, and flying has gotten 
progressively safer over time. 

The other primary risk for aerospace is that of falling behind in technology 
and air power, which the U.S. adequately addressed by building powerful 
military aerospace capabilities.
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Case Study #3 Internet and Cyber Technology

History

The government played an integral role in the technological evolution 
of digital computing, internet networking, and cryptography, the three 
fundamental technologies enabling all cyberspace operations.

“Cyberspace,” according to P.W. Singer and Allan Friedman, refers to 
“the realm of computer networks (and the users behind them) in which 
information is stored, shared, and communicated online”.U 179 Modern 
cyberspace was enabled by three technologies: 

1. Digital computing (especially using silicon integrated circuits), which 
allows storage and processing of information by machines

2. Internet networking, which allows for the connection and unification 
of different types of networks according to a single standard, namely 
internet protocol

3. Cryptography, which allows for unrelated users to share data and 
infrastructure while maintaining data confidentiality and integrity

All three technologies were actively supported by the U.S. government. 
This support was crucial to the development of the internet from the its 
early inception in the 1970s through the mid-1990s, when the internet 
took on a more commercial nature. 

U Cyberspace thus predates the invention of the internet and its predecessors, though in modern 
language cybersecurity and internet security are used interchangeably.
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Key Technology Aspects

Destructive Potential: Moderate

As more and more of the world’s systems become linked to computers and 
in turn to the internet, the destructive potential of a cyberattack has grown 
accordingly. The most typical cyberattack’s destructive power is quite low, 
but there are indications for much greater potential. Three examples illus-
trate the destructive power available for skilled cyberattackers:

• Cyber capabilities can augment physical military attacks: In 2006, 
the Israeli intelligence agency Mossad reportedly used a cyberattack to 
spoof the entire Syrian air defense radar network, allowing the Israeli 
Air Force to enter Syrian airspace unnoticed until the missiles began 
exploding.180 Hacking may be able to allow an adversary access to sys-
tems related to nuclear weapons, though how feasible this is unclear.181

• Cyber capabilities can directly damage physical infrastructure: 
In 2010, the Iranian nuclear program was set back many years when 
a cyberattack caused centrifuges to violently self-destruct (Singer 
and Friedman 117). This type of attack could in principle be used to 
damage many types of commercial and military infrastructure.

• Cyber-espionage can acquire sensitive information: The Chinese gov-
ernment has reportedly hacked many of the U.S. defense contractors 
and military organizations associated with the F-35 program. The R&D 
cost of the F-35 exceeded $50 billion, and the Chinese are believed to 
have acquired nearly all the intellectual property associated with the 
plane. The Chinese are also believed to have hacked extremely sensitive 
information related to the U.S. nuclear arsenal.182

However, cyber is distinct from nuclear or aerospace capabilities in that 
testing and demonstrating the destructive potential of a cyber capability 
can be difficult. Openly announcing that one was exploiting a vulnerability 
in an enemy’s network will generally lead them to resolve that specific 
vulnerability. Accordingly, the game theory aspects of cyberweapons are 
still unclear and debated. For an in-depth discussion of these issues, see the 
author’s article in Vox.183
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Cost Profile: Inexpensive

Cyber capabilities are cheap enough that even terrorists and criminals can 
afford quite useful capabilities. As with all existing productized software, 
the marginal cost of additional production is near zero.V For those groups 
or individuals who are merely using cyber exploits developed by others, the 
price is often very low. 

Individual attacks are cheap: The Department of Defense reports experi-
encing more than 10 million incursion attempts daily.184 However, some 
actors, notably the United States, see value in spending heavily on cyber. 
For Fiscal Year 2017 budget, then President Obama requested $17 billion 
for cybersecurity, an increase of 35% over the previous request.185 This 
figure reflects the scale of both the challenge the U.S. faces in securing its 
expansive data networks and its ambitions in exploiting weaknesses in the 
networks of others. 

Nevertheless, cyber delivers capabilities at costs that are multiple orders 
of magnitude below what they would otherwise cost. As Bruce Schneier 
points out, “the exceptionally paranoid East German government had 
102,000 Stasi surveilling a population of 17 million: that’s one spy for every 
166 citizens, or one for every 66 if you include civilian informants.”186  With 
digital surveillance, intelligence agencies and even corporations can collect 
data on hundreds of millions or even billions of individuals with far fewer 
resources than the Stasi.

Technical Complexity Profile: Moderate

As stated previously, there is broad diversity in the type, sophistication, 
and impact of cyber operations. The technical sophistication required 
varies accordingly. Some attacks, such as the Stuxnet virus that knocked 
out one-fifth of Iran’s nuclear centrifuges, likely require resources and 
capabilities likely to reside only within military and intelligence agencies.187 
Others, such as spear “phishing” attacks to acquire user credentials, can be 
executed by so called “script kiddies,” hackers who lack detailed technical 
V There is an important distinction, though, between those cyber exploits which do not require high 

levels of customization, such as those that apply to widely used desktop computer operating 
systems, and those which do require high levels of customization, such as industrial control 
software. Only in the former is their minimal marginal cost of utilization.
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understanding of the exploits they are using.188 Depending on the system 
authorizations of the stolen credentials, however, spear phishing attacks 
can be highly impactful.

Military/Civil Dual-Use Potential: High

The basic requirements for using and accessing digital networks are similar 
for both commercial and military users. In 2011, more than 90 percent 
of military digital communications took place over civilian networks.189 
Militaries likewise make extensive use of commercial computing hardware, 
though it is sometimes modified to meet their security or operational 
requirements.

In terms of cyber defense operations, the military and civilian communities 
share many of the same needs—preserving data confidentiality, integrity, 
and service availability. Both groups need to secure their data with strong 
cryptography, and rapidly patch vulnerabilities in the systems they use. As 
U.S. corporations become increasingly under threat from cyber criminals 
and adversarial states, their cybersecurity needs have correspondingly 
increased. The commercial cybersecurity market was estimated at $75 bil-
lion in 2015, and may double that figure as soon as 2020. 

Only governments have a strong case for needing cyber offense capabili-
ties, whether attack or exploitation. But, both defense and offense involve 
looking for vulnerabilities. Only the hunting ground changes. 

The best evidence for a high degree of technological overlap is that indi-
viduals with job experience in government cyber organizations are in high 
demand among commercial firms looking to secure their networks. In 
2015, the U.S. National Security Agency began licensing its cyber defense 
software to commercial companies and saw strong demand.190
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Difficulty of Espionage and Monitoring: Very Difficult

Cyber capabilities are difficult to monitor. Military cyber equipment is 
generally very similar to commercial information technology equipment. 
As internet security becomes increasingly important to commercial enti-
ties, the staff ’s training and experience are likely to increasingly resemble 
that of an offensive cyber entity. To some extent, the fact that cyber offense 
and exploitation are so much easier than defense191 has allowed for mutual 
infiltration and monitoring of many of the more sophisticated government 
military organizations, but in practice much remains secret and unknown. 
Moreover, criminal and terrorist groups have had considerable success in 
hiding their online activities.

Government Management Approach

The government was a highly active supporter of the U.S. semiconduc-
tor industry, which was a key technological enabler of modern digital 
computing. 

U.S. government intervention was crucial to the semiconductor industry’s 
progress in both early and mature stages. In the early stage, the U.S. mil-
itary’s role as an R&D subsidizer and an anchor customer was crucial to 
driving investment, innovation, and growth.192 In 1987, the Department of 
Defense matched R&D investments up to $100 million annually in the U.S. 
semiconductor industry research consortium, which was crucial in restor-
ing U.S. competitiveness against Japan.193

The U.S. government was a highly active supporter of the development 
of internet networking technologies and computer science research 
generally.

The U.S. DOD’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA, 
previously ARPA) is the primary government defense organization fund-
ing long-term advanced research and development projects. University 
scientists, working as DARPA program managers and with DARPA 
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funding, developed ARPANET, a network for sharing computing resource 
access. In 1973, Stanford professor Vint Cerf, working with Robert Kahn 
of ARPA, developed the internet protocol that would ultimately evolve 
into a common standard that can be used to connect any two information 
networks.194 After the invention of internet protocol, the government con-
tinued to support the development of the internet by funding procurement 
of internet backbone infrastructure, promoting use of the internet at gov-
ernment science agencies, and funding continued technological R&D and 
standardization.195

From 1975 through 1996, unclassified federal government funding for 
computer science research increased nearly five-fold, from roughly $200 
million to nearly $1 billion ($1995). 

The U.S. government invested heavily in developing advanced cryptog-
raphy mathematics and technology, but restricted its use to government 
organizations for several decades.

Since its founding, the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) has had 
an intimate relationship with the study of cryptography. The NSA’s dual 
mandate is to secure the confidentiality of communications of the U.S. and 
simultaneously to intercept the communications of other governments. 
Accordingly, it has, since its inception, employed large numbers of math-
ematicians and engineers to develop advanced cryptography and other 
information security technologies. 

The U.S. military and intelligence communities were also the largest cus-
tomers for cryptography technology. As a result, the best cryptographic 
capabilities resided in government. Unlike digital computing and net-
working technologies, however, the U.S. government’s official policy, for 
many decades after the war, was that cryptography was a sensitive enough 
technology to be legally treated as a military munition. Accordingly, the 
U.S. government banned overseas sale of advanced cryptography software 
by U.S. firms. 

Rather than develop different software versions for domestic and inter-
national markets, nearly all U.S. information technology firms used 
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cryptography software weak enough to meet U.S. government export 
restrictions in both markets. The weaker cryptography standards were 
easily cracked by interested parties, but in the nascent days of the internet, 
the U.S. government considered this a minor risk. The law was only relaxed 
in the late 1990s, by which time non-NSA affiliated academics had made 
considerable advances in developing strong cryptography, and competing 
high-quality foreign cryptography software became widely available.196

Results of the Government’s Management Approach 

Preserving U.S. Military Technological Leadership: Success  

As Bruce Schneier points out, the United States is the undisputed leader in 
cybersecurity technology because of three key advantages:

It has a larger intelligence budget than the rest of the world combined. 
The Internet’s physical wiring causes much of the world’s traffic to 
cross U.S. borders, even between two other countries. And almost all 
the world’s largest and most popular hardware, software, and Inter-
net companies are based in the U.S. and subject to its laws. It’s the 
hegemon.197

The United States has by far the most advanced capabilities in both cyber 
offense and cyber defense, but it is not clear that dominance in cyber 
will ever be comparable to dominance of the air, where the United States 
can establish undisputed air superiority and can prevent other militaries 
from even operating in a given airspace. It is unlikely that any adversary 
could, for example, deploy a bomber to destroy a U.S. power plant or radar 
installation. With cyber, however, many U.S. potential adversaries now 
possess the capability to destroy U.S. mainland power plants or take radars 
offline. In 2014, Admiral Michael Rogers, director of the NSA, testified 
before congress that China, as well as other countries, currently possesses 
the ability to use a cyberattack to take down the U.S. power grid. This could 
be evidence that the United States failed to invest and plan sufficiently for 
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its cyber defense, or it may simply reflect the uniquely difficult technical 
realities of cyberspace as a warfare domain.198

 Supporting Peaceful Use of Cyber Technology: Partial Success

The United States internet and information technology industries are 
unambiguously the leaders worldwide. Across the internet technology 
industry, U.S. companies lead in search, social networking, mobile hard-
ware, internet infrastructure, and delivery of cloud-based services. In 
general, U.S. internet policy has supported economic growth and U.S. com-
petitiveness across this domain. As President Barack Obama stated in 2015,

[The United States has] owned the internet. Our companies have 
created it, expanded it, and perfected it in ways that they can’t 
compete. And oftentimes what is portrayed [by foreign countries] as 
high-minded positions on issues sometimes is just designed to carve 
out some of their commercial interests.199

Not all U.S. policies have been supportive of U.S. commercial competi-
tiveness in the internet industry, however. The NSA’s restriction on use 
of advanced cryptography through the mid-1990s at one point made 
European software more competitive than it otherwise might have been.200 
Additionally, many U.S. companies have claimed that government surveil-
lance of U.S. digital equipment and networks hurts the competitiveness of 
American firms in export markets. Referring to reports of U.S. government 
surveillance in 2013, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg said, “The govern-
ment response was, ‘Oh, don’t worry, we’re not spying on any Americans.’ 
Oh, wonderful: that’s really helpful to companies trying to serve people 
around the world, and that’s really going to inspire confidence in American 
internet companies.”201 In recent years, American technology firms such as 
Apple have shown increased willingness to resist government requests for 
cooperation in enabling government digital surveillance.

Perhaps more problematic, however, is how the U.S. government supported 
the commercial development of the internet while not taking adequate 
steps to ensure security for individuals and organizations that use the 
internet. 
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Mitigating Catastrophic Risks of Cyber Technology: Partial failure

While the United States has had astounding success in cyber offense, 
the government failed for decades to develop a strategy that adequately 
addressed the asymmetric vulnerability it faced in terms of cyber defense. 
As former Director of National Intelligence Mike McConnell stated in 2010 
testimony before Congress, “If the nation went to war today, in a cyberwar, 
we would lose. We’re the most vulnerable. We’re the most connected. We 
have the most to lose.”202 The previously mentioned loss of the F-35 intel-
lectual property illustrates this asymmetric vulnerability in another way: 
when China or another adversary hacks the United States, they can spend 
nearly nothing to steal cutting edge technology and designs that cost $50 
billion to develop.W When the U.S. hacks China, they can only learn about 
older, essentially obsolete military technology, though this will likely not 
always be the case. No one has yet died from the theft of the F-35 plans, 
but in the event of a future conflict, China would have military capabilities, 
perhaps new missiles or planes or electronic countermeasures, that they 
would not otherwise have. In a war, this type of failure would cost the lives 
of American military personnel.

The situation has improved in the years since McConnell’s testimony. The 
United States federal government, especially national security and home-
land security agencies, have provided increased support to commercial 
firms to secure their networks and systems.203 Still, a 2017 report by the 
Government Accountability Office found that the federal government still 
needed to do significantly more to protect its own networks.204

 

W Note: acquiring research data and designs are not equivalent to acquiring a capability in many 
domains. Inability to use the results of cyber-espionage to foster other required skills—for example, 
the fabrication process for jet engines—remains an important limitation.
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Case Study #4 Biotechnology

History 

Militaries have intentionally used biological disease as a weapon for 
thousands of years.

Humanity has suffered from disease outbreaks for as long as there have 
been humans. The worst outbreak was likely the Black Death, which killed 
an estimated 200 million people (including roughly 1/3 of the European 
population) during the 14th century.205 Even at the peak of the Black Death’s 
devastation, militaries made use of it for warfare: At the 1346 Siege of 
Caffa, the Mongol army used catapults to hurl plague-infected corpses over 
the walls of the besieged city.206 Evidence exists for much earlier wartime 
uses of infectious disease, as early as 600 BCE. 

Disease has also seen more recent wartime use on the North American 
continent. During the Seven Years’ War, “the British army used a few 
infected blankets to start a smallpox epidemic in an enemy American 
Indian tribe.”207

The modern history of biological weapons is interwoven with that of 
chemical weapons, which saw extensive use during WWI. The Geneva 
Protocol of 1925 banned use of both biological and chemical weapons.

Though The Hague Declaration of 1899—ratified by all major powers 
except the United States—prohibited the military use of “Asphyxiating 
Poisonous Gases,” all World War I belligerents ultimately made use of 
chemical weapons.208 Despite that failure of pre-war diplomacy and vol-
untary restraint, the great powers again banned military use of chemical 
weapons in the Geneva Protocol of 1925. 

Biological weapon attacks did not play a significant role in WWI, though 
disease certainly did. The so-called “Spanish” Influenza of 1918-1919 
infected an estimated one-third of the world’s population (500 million 
people) and killed an estimated 50 million.209 The Geneva protocol likewise 
banned “the use of bacteriological methods of warfare.”210 The United States 
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signed the Geneva protocol in 1925 but did not ratify it until 1975. After 
the required number of countries ratified the treaty, it went into effect in 
1928.

The Geneva Protocol only banned the military first use of bioweapons, 
not their development or stockpiling. After WWI and especially during 
WWII, many militaries, including the United States, worked to develop 
industrialized biological warfare.

The immense destructive potential of disease did not dissuade countries 
from developing biological weapons. Rather, some nations sought to utilize 
their improved understanding of medicine, public health, and chemical 
weapons to develop powerful biological armaments that were orders of 
magnitude more destructive than chemical weapons. The French, who 
had a rich medicinal science legacy dating back to Louis Pasteur, were the 
most aggressive and sophisticated in developing bioweapons during the 
interwar period.211 After Germany occupied France, the United Kingdom, 
fearful that the Germans would inherit the advanced French program, 
began a bioweapons effort of their own. The UK, in collaboration with 
the United States and Canada, successfully mass-produced bioweapon 
munitions during WWII. However, the offensive elements of the United 
States’ biological program were officially conceived as a deterrent against 
adversarial use of bioweapons on the United States. The official U.S. policy 
was no-first-use.212

Despite bioweapons R&D and manufacturing by many WWII belliger-
ents, only the Japanese made offensive use of biological weapons. 

The architect of Imperial Japan’s biological warfare program, Shiro Ishii, 
successfully persuaded the leaders of Japan’s military that widespread 
acceptance of the Geneva Protocol (which Japan signed in 1925 but did not 
ratify until 1970) meant that Japan should aggressively develop a biological 
weapons program. Ishii and Japan believed that the Geneva Protocol meant 
other countries would foolishly neglect to develop biological weapons 
and that Japan could provide itself with a significant military advantage.213 
However, Japan’s separation of its bioweapons program from its chemical 
weapons activity left it at a disadvantage in solving complicated problems 
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related to agent disbursement and munitions production. Japan used 
biological weapons against Chinese civilians and attempted to use them 
against Soviet forces, but Japan’s primary attack vectors were disbursement 
of disease-infected fleas, poisoning of water wells, and use of infected 
kamikaze soldiers. Though they produced significant suffering, especially 
among Chinese civilians, they did not provide Japan with any significant 
wartime advantage. 

During the first decades of the Cold War, both sides saw biological 
weapons as having destructive potential comparable to nuclear weap-
ons, and both massively expanded their bioweapons programs.

After a brief, post-WWII reduction in activity, both the United States 
bioweapons program and its Soviet counterpart were restarted. In 1945, 
the U.S. and its allies foresaw future bioweapons having destructive poten-
tial rivaling nuclear weapons.214 By the mid-1960s, the United States was 
spending $300 million annually (not inflation-adjusted) on chemical and 
biological weapons and even seriously considered first use of biological 
weapons during wartime: In 1956, the U.S. Army manual, The Law of Land 
Warfare, removed all statements about biological weapons being “retal-
iation only” and stated explicitly that the United States was not party to 
any treaty that would restrict the use of biological weapons.215 The United 
States did make significant use of chemicals during its conflicts, notably the 
Agent Orange herbicide during Vietnam, but there is no credible evidence 
that the United States ever used biological weapons during wartime.216

The United States terminated its offensive biological weapons program 
in 1969 and began working to create an international treaty to ban bio-
logical weapons. The US’ efforts culminated in the Biological Weapons 
Convention (BWC) of 1972.

After a formal policy review in 1969, then-president Nixon stated that the 
United States would dismantle its offensive biological weapons program 
and thereafter only devote U.S. efforts to “research and development for 
defensive purposes.”217 The U.S. then began negotiating with the Soviet 
Union and other nations, which resulted in the BWC of 1972. The BWC 
banned all non-defensive biological weapons activity but lacked effective 
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enforcement or monitoring mechanisms. The United States and the Soviet 
Union both signed the treaty in 1972, and it went into effect in 1975. 

Over time, both the technological potential of peaceful biotech-
nology and the technological barriers to bioweapons development 
have changed significantly. This poses a challenge for managing 
proliferation.

Though only one terrorist group (Japan’s Aum Shinrikyo) is known to have 
had an advanced bioweapons program,218 the U.S. government has spent 
billions on both biodefense and technology management to address the 
threat of terrorists armed with biological weapons. 

The rise of a commercial biotech industry has complicated these efforts 
by making the materials, the systems, and the technical knowhow needed 
for a biological weapons program more widespread, affordable, and more 
easily concealed under the auspices of a commercial effort.219

Key Technology Aspects

Destructive potential: High

Military planners had credible evidence that non-contagious bioweap-
ons (anthrax) could feasibly kill millions of people within days. Prior 
contagious disease outbreaks had a demonstrated ability to kill tens or 
hundreds of millions of people.

In 1944, during intense aerial bombardment of Germany, the UK Joint 
Planning staff drew up plans for bioweapon attacks on German cities that 
would have used four million air-dropped anthrax bombs (mostly man-
ufactured in the United States) to kill an estimated three million German 
civilians.220 The accuracy of these estimates are difficult to prove but are 
plausible given the technology of the time. 
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Natural disease likewise proves how destructive biological weapons could 
become. The naturally occurring influenza outbreak of 1918 killed an esti-
mated 50 million people worldwide.

Cost Profile: Initially High, Currently Low

Though the United States and other countries spent heavily to develop 
bioweapons, they were viewed as being comparatively cheap, having 
greater destructive potential per dollar cost than the alternatives.

During WWII, the United States spent $400 million in 1945-dollars ($5.4 
billion in 2017-dollars) on bioweapons, roughly one-fifth what was spent 
on the Manhattan project.221 Most of this funding went to research and 
development. Biological weapons were seen as having significantly greater 
destructive capability per cost than chemical or conventional weapons.222 

By the mid-1960s, the United States was spending $300 million annually 
(not inflation-adjusted) on chemical and biological weapons. Most of this 
was going towards chemical weapons that were being used in the Vietnam 
War. 

Today, biological weapons are within the grasp of well-funded terrorist 
groups, as demonstrated by the Japanese Terrorist organization Aum 
Shinrikyo.

Aum Shinrikyo, whose budget was in the tens of millions of dollars, had 
an advanced chemical and biological weapons program. They successfully 
managed to cultivate anthrax and were struggling but making progress on 
agent-dispersal technologies. Fortunately, the terrorists were working with 
less-virulent strains of the anthrax bacteria223 and were unsuccessful in 
their attempts to convert benign anthrax into a weaponizable form.224
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Technical Complexity Profile: Initially High, Currently Low

At first, the USA believed that only industrialized countries could 
develop bioweapons, and that development and use of bioweapons 
could be effectively controlled. 

In 1951, the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff released a report that commented favorably 
on the cost-profile of bioweapons compared with conventional and nuclear 
weapons. The report, however, assumed that only industrialized nations would 
be able to successfully develop biological weapons.225 Weaponization, especially 
mass production of disease agents, development of reliable storage technologies, 
and development of delivery mechanisms had proven highly challenging using 
the technologies and disease agents available during WWII.

Notably, the disease agent that was weaponized most extensively by both the 
United States and the Soviet Union was Anthrax, which is not human-to-hu-
man contagious.226 Therefore the impact of an anthrax attack, while devastating 
to the affected region, would not trigger an infectious plague outbreak that 
could “boomerang” and spread to the attacker’s home territory and popu-
lation.X 227 Likewise, accidental infection at a manufacturing or research site 
could have deadly consequences, but would not trigger a contagious outbreak.

By the late 1960s, the United States’ assessment of the technological 
situation and its interests had changed. The U.S. saw bioweapons as 
unnecessary, given the existing atomic deterrence, and less controllable, 
given rapidly decreasing technological barriers.

As the technology for developing bioweapons increasingly became within 
the reach of lesser powers, the strategic calculus for the United States 
changed. In 1969, the U.S. National Security Council led a review of U.S. 
biological weapons policy and concluded in a position paper that the 
U.S.’ “major interest […] is to keep other nations from acquiring them.”228 
Possessing bioweapons did not improve the U.S.’ deterrent, which was 
primarily underwritten by nuclear weapons. But, the proliferation of bio-
logical weapons—viewed as a “poor man’s atomic bomb”—increased the 
threat to the U.S. posed by lesser powers and terrorists. 
X The Soviet Union was less concerned about boomerang risk and did develop weaponized 

contagious diseases including smallpox (Variola virus) and pneumonic plague (Yersinia Pestis).
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Military/Civil Dual-Use Potential: High

Most of the R&D workforce for WWII biological weapons programs 
was drawn from the medical and biological research communities.

The authors of the Rosebury-Kabat report, which led to the creation of the 
U.S. bioweapons program, were academic medical professionals, as was 
much of the research staff of the U.S. bioweapons program. Most of their 
equipment was purchased from the civilian medical or chemical industries. 
However, there was significant expertise drawn from the chemical weapons 
industry, which had important technical insights on weaponization and 
storage. 

Difficulty of Espionage and Monitoring: High

Despite signing Biological Weapons Convention, the Soviet Union 
continued its biological weapons program unbeknownst to the United 
States. The Soviet program was reportedly dismantled after the dissolu-
tion of the Soviet Union but may continue.

Unlike the Geneva Protocol, the Biological Weapons Convention pro-
hibited the development, manufacturing, and stockpiling of biological 
weapons, not merely their use in wartime. However, the treaty lacked effec-
tive provisions for inspection and monitoring. This, combined with the 
fact that offensive biological weapons programs are difficult to distinguish 
from defensive and public health programs, meant that the United States 
did not know that the Soviet Union never ended its offensive program. 
Some in the United States suspected, however, especially after the 1980 
Anthrax outbreak in the Soviet city of Sverdlovsk. The Soviets plausibly 
blamed the outbreak on naturally occurring anthrax from a local textile 
mill, but the Russian government in 1992 revealed that the outbreak was 
caused by a leak from a nearby offensive bioweapons facility.229 The Russian 
government officially ended its bioweapons program after the end of the 
Cold War, but a high-level defector from the Soviet bioweapons program 
reported in 1998 that the Russian bioweapons program continues in a 
reduced form.230
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After the end of the Cold War, the United States’ primary concern was 
proliferation of biological weapons to smaller states such as Iraq and to 
terrorist groups. The United States has struggled to accurately monitor 
and stop these efforts.

Iraq began its bioweapons research and development program in 1984, 
the same year that the United States restored diplomatic relations.231 By 
1988, Iraq had begun mass production, unbeknownst to the international 
community.Y The United Nations worked to compel Iraq to dismantle its 
program in the mid-1990s, which it did. However, due to Iraq’s continued 
unwillingness to cooperate with inspections, many senior officials in the 
United States did not accept Iraq’s claim that the program had ended. In 
2003, then Secretary of State Colin Powell cited Iraq’s purported continued 
possession of an advanced bioweapons program as a major justification for 
the U.S. invasion of Iraq.232

Government Management Approach 

After a nearly thirty-year period of active bioweapons development 
without military use, the United States adopted a policy of total vol-
untary restraint, whereby it renounced bioweapons and worked to end 
them as a tool of war.

During WWII and the first decades of the Cold War, the United States 
amassed a major bioweapons arsenal and munitions production capability. 
For nearly all this time, the United States had an official no-first-use policy 
of bioweapons, meaning that the United States would only use bioweapons 
to retaliate against a military that attacked the United States with bioweap-
ons. This is notably in contrast with the U.S. policy on nuclear weapons, 
where it has always refused to adopt a no-first-use policy.233

Beginning with the Nixon administration, the United States went further 
by unilaterally disarming its offensive bioweapons program and working 
on domestic and international non-proliferation regimes. 
Y It is unclear what level of knowledge United States intelligence agencies possessed regarding the 

Iraqi biological weapons program prior to the Gulf War.
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As commercial biotechnology has grown more capable and sophisti-
cated, the biotech regulatory regime has grown more extensive both 
domestically and internationally.

The 1994 U.S. Senate’s Riegal Report showed that during the 1980s the 
United States exported significant quantities of biotech machinery and 
materials—including four strains of anthrax in a sale approved by the U.S. 
Commerce Department—that ultimately were used for Iraq’s develop-
ment and manufacturing of bioweapons.234 This experience showed that 
effectively countering bioweapons proliferation would require extensive 
regulation of the commercial biotech industry. As Jonathan B. Tucker 
writes, the U.S. approach to managing biotech dual-use has “traditionally 
revolved around the materials, methods, and products involved in misuse, 
and governance strategies have also taken an ‘artifact-centric’ approach by 
seeking to control the availability of dual-use products and services.”235 

The commercial biotech and civilian research communities have also 
adopted a voluntary restraint approach, notably with the Asilomar con-
ference on recombinant DNA of 1975.

Recombinant DNA, a technology that involves inserting DNA from one 
organism into another organism’s DNA, was a breakthrough in genetic 
engineering technology when discovered in 1972. The genetics research 
community quickly realized the significant implications of this technology 
and called for a temporary moratorium on recombinant DNA research. 
The field’s leading researchers held a conference in 1975 to develop guide-
lines for research risk mitigation. As Katja Grace writes, 

The conference ultimately recommended that the science continue 
and offered guidelines under which they thought it could do so safely. 
The resulting guidelines were adopted by the National Institutes of 
Health as a condition for funding, and were adhered to by others 
voluntarily. Over the years, the guidelines have become less restrictive 
as new information has emerged.

While the guidelines were generally adhered to in the West, the Soviet 
Union violated its obligations under the Biological Weapons Convention 
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and proceeded, with ultimately successful research, to weaponize recombi-
nant DNA technology.236

 

Results of the Government’s Management Approach

Preserving U.S. Military Technological Leadership: Not Applicable / 
Voluntary Restraint

The United States, along with the United Kingdom and Canada, had the 
most advanced biological weapons program during WWII. During the 
second and third decade of the Cold War, it is possible, though unclear, 
that the Soviets may have had a more advanced bioweapons program. After 
1969, the United States unilaterally disarmed because it was comfortable 
ceding leadership in biological weapons given the strength of its nuclear 
deterrent and its primary interest in opposing the proliferation of biologi-
cal weapons.

Supporting Peaceful Use of Biotechnology: Success

The United States is generally regarded as the world leader in the biotech-
nology industry, a position that it has maintained since the end of WWII.237 
Biotechnology has seen many important technology advances in that time, 
including recombinant DNA, cloning, gene sequencing, synthetic biology, 
and gene editing. Throughout each, the United States has managed to 
remain at the cutting-edge in both research and commercial exploitation.

Mitigating Catastrophic Risks of Biotechnology: Partial Success

The post-BWC U.S. response to the risks of bioweapons and bioterrorism 
has been extraordinary. As L.P. Knowles writes, “the United States leads 
the rest of the world with respect to the extent and detail of its biosecurity 
legislation.” The United States has spent billions of dollars to establish the 
capacity to prevent the spread of biological weapons, manage the risks 
of dual-use biotechnology, and establish defenses against deliberate and 
accidental biotechnology risks. According to one estimate, the U.S. federal 
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government spent $79 billion on civil biodefense between 2001 and 2014, 
with recent annual budgets nearly $7 billion.238

Given that part of the stated justification for the Iraq War was belief 
in Iraq’s possession of biological weapons, the United States has also 
demonstrated willingness to use military force to prevent proliferation of 
biological weapons. 

Nevertheless, there are two important criticisms of U.S. policy that lead us 
to characterize its risk-management regime as only moderately successful. 
First, the United States did not develop effective tools for monitoring and 
countering the Soviet post-BWC bioweapons program. Three factors were 
especially worrisome:

1. The Soviets were experimenting with highly-contagious and highly-le-
thal pathogens;

2. The Soviets were using recombinant DNA and other techniques to 
increase the lethality and resistance to treatment of their weaponized 
pathogens; and

3. The Soviets had unsafe containment procedures and experienced sev-
eral major containment failures and infectious outbreaks,

Combined, these aspects suggest that the United States’ lack of knowledge 
about the post-BWC Soviet bioweapons program put the U.S. at significant 
risk despite its best efforts. 

Second, the United States was late in developing its counter-proliferation 
approach to dual-use technologies. As a result, many of the most important 
assets that Iraq needed to develop its biological weapons program were 
acquired in legitimate trade with the United States. 
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